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(ABSTRACT) 

Any historian of eighteenth-century England, especially London, examines the 

emerging "middle ranks", but they often neglect to address how gender shaped the 

growing middle class identity. The importance of gender in the formation of a middle 

class identity is often not apparent because the arenas in which gender was regularly 

debated, like pleasure gardens, are not studied. 

Examining public spaces like pleasure gardens demonstrates the limitations 

imposed on women's history by "separate spheres” historiography and contributes to 

our understanding of women's work because it shows that women worked outside a 

domestic economy. In pleasure gardens, middling and working women encountered 

each other while they challenged gender expectations and with their behavior they laid 

the cultural foundations of a later feminist movement. The ability to pursue leisure was 

an important facet of middle class life and in studying places of public democratic 

leisure like pleasure gardens, we begin to see shared ideas of gender emerging in 

popular culture.
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Now the summer advances, and pleasure removes, 

From the smoke of the town, to the fields and the groves 
Permit me to hope, that your favours again, 

May Smile as before, on this once happy plain 
On spots as uncouth, from foundations as mean, 
Some structures stupendous exalted have been; 

Hence started Vauxhall and Ranelagh grew 
From rudeness to grandeur supported by you. 

Musical Address to the Town, 

sung at Marylebone Gardens by Mr. Lowe and Miss Miles, 
Marylebone Gardens Newspaper Cuttings, City of Westminster



Introduction 

London's eighteenth-century pleasure gardens offered the city's residents 

and visitors an alternative to the, "smoke of the town". As only one of many 

extremely popular London amusements, the gardens maintained a unique 

quality which made them a popular summer-time destination for Londoners of all 

ranks. The gardens are intriguing for a number of reasons, one of which is 

hardly a trace of them remains today. The only material reminders of Vauxhall 

Gardens are two streets bordering the gardens’ eighteenth-century location, 

named for the garden's first proprietor, Jonathan Tyers. Vauxhall Gardens are 

also represented in the Victoria and Albert Museum. Visitors interested in art or 

architecture can see a miniature model of Vauxhall Gardens and original 

paintings which decorated the gardens’ supper boxes. Museum visitors might 

also get a look at the famous statue of Handel which stood at the front of 

Vauxhall Gardens, or stumble upon a bust of Tyers. The garden's art was the 

theme of two twentieth century art exhibits, "The Muses’ Bower: Vauxhall



Gardens, 1728-1786" at the Gainsborough House Museum in Suffolk and Yale's 

exhibit, "Vauxhall Gardens". 

The pleasure gardens of London, of which Vauxhall is the most famous, 

are frequently mentioned in studies about art, architecture and music. The 

gardens featured England's best musical entertainment -- the best singers, 

musicians and composers -- and many songs were written especially for 

individual gardens. As a result, the garden's musical culture is a popular 

subject, and the sheet music makes up a Jarge part of any London archives' 

pleasure garden collection. 

This thesis studies the figures represented in pleasure garden prints, 

pleasure garden music's audience and some providers of pleasure garden 

entertainment. The universal popularity of pleasure gardens makes them an 

excellent arena from which we gain insight into the eighteenth-century's practice 

of leisure. The gardens also offer insight into a little studied aspect of women's 

history: their public lives. 

Many existing studies of eighteenth-century British women focus primarily 

on women and work and women and the family. Agreeing with the doctrine of 

separate spheres outlined in the century's conduct books, historians keep 

women in domestic space and forget they sometimes ventured from their homes 

and families. Two anthologies of British conduct literature, Eighteenth Century 

Women: An Anthology, by Bridget Hill and Women in the Eighteenth Century,



by Vivian Jones explore women's subordination and their confinement to a 

private sphere. The authors also demonstrate the eighteenth century's limiting 

notions of femininity.'_ Women's role in the family economy is discussed in 

Lawrence Stone's exhaustive study, Family, Sex and Marnage in England, 

1500-1800.2 Although his book does not deal primarily with women, Stone 

addresses the importance of the family economy, which was central to the lives 

of many eighteenth-century British women. These books, however, while 

broadening our understanding of female advice literature and domestic role of 

women do little to further our understanding of how women tested theories of 

femininity in public places like pleasure gardens. 

Eighteenth-century women were active outside the home. At least some 

women in London participated in public events and pursued leisure at places like 

London pleasure gardens, and in looking at these public places we find both 

working and middling women. Middling women, or women from families of 

tradesmen, artisans, eighteenth-century professionals or other prosperous 

London groups, rarely receive historical attention. When they do, historians see 

them as rulers of a "domestic" space. If observed in public, women were thought 

to bring their domestic world with them. However, the urban women who are the 

  

' Bridget Hill, Eighteenth Century Women, An Anthology, (London: 
George, Allen and Unwin, 1984); Vivian Jones. Women in the Eighteenth 
Century, (London, New York: Routledge, 1990). 
? Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England, 1500-1800, 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1979). 
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focus of this thesis actively participated in public leisure. With their participation 

they were an early challenge to a culture of female subordination, and the 

activity of these women is more than an interesting precursor to a later 

nineteenth-century feminist movement. Eighteenth-century London women 

established a culture right for the following century's organized political feminist 

challenge. 

in order to understand women who pursued leisure, it is important to 

understand something of London's emerging ranks of middling people. Middling 

women were part of a larger group which transformed England's established 

society. Chapter One establishes the setting. It is difficult to understand what 

people's attendance at pleasure gardens meant unless one visualizes the public 

space of London's many pleasure gardens. Chapter Two examines the meaning 

of the middle ranks' practice of leisure, setting the stage for Chapter Three's 

analysis of the role played by gender in eighteenth-century London's social 

transformation. Chapter Four discusses the women who helped provide leisure 

to pleasure garden customers and looks for ways their work represented and 

contributed to the wider public discourse surrounding appropriate gender roles. 

The eighteenth century was an age of flexible boundaries. Classes emerged 

who tested traditional social structure, and definitions of appropriate gender 

roles for these new classes were unclear. Middling people created their identity 

in many ways throughout the age, and two under-examined aspects of a unique



middle-class personality are gender and the pursuit of leisure. The eighteenth 

century progressed and boundaries became clearer; while pleasure gardens 

literally lost their "boundaries" to the encroaching city of London, 

nineteenth-century identities were solidified. When places of public amusement 

disappeared, so did the chance to publicly challenge gender roles.



  
Bust of Jonathan Tyers 

Victoria and Albert Museum 

  
Victoria and Albert Museum, London 
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Twentieth Century Reminders of Vauxhall Gardens 

Vauxhall, London
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Chapter One 
Eighteenth-Century Pleasure Gardens: 

London's Social Playground 

Lo! What Splendors round us darting, 
Swift illume the charming scene; 
Chandeliers their Light imparting, 
Pour fresh Beauties o'er Green, 
Gitt'ring Lamps in order planted, 

Strike the Eye with sweet Surprise: 
Adam was not more inchanted 

When he saw the Sun first rise. 

Rural Beauty, or Vauxhal Garden’ 

Eighteenth-century London enjoyed a period of unprecedented population 

growth and economic expansion. During this century, London, the "greatest 

Emporium in the known world,” emerged as the center of shipping and 

international trade. London's economic opportunities and luxurious past-times 

drew many who hoped to make a better life for themselves. By 1771, population 

movement to London was significant enough to evoke commentary from 

novelists like Tobias Smollett in his book, Humphrey Clinker. Matt Bramble, a 

character in the novel, proclaims, 

"The tide of luxury has swept all the inhabitants from the open 

country -- the poorest squire [and] the richest peer, must have his 
  

Rural Beauty, or Vauxhall Garden, Lambeth Public Archives. 
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house in town ...The plough-boys, cow herds, and lower hinds ... 
desert their dirt and drudgery, and swarm up to London, in hopes 

of getting into service, where they can live luxuriously and wear 
fine clothes ..."? 

Whether or not 'plough-boys' and ‘cow herds’ lived luxuriously 

is not clear, but Smollett's commentary on the migration to London is supported 

by estimated figures of eighteenth-century population growth. In 1700, London's 

population was approximately 575,000. By the 1801 census, the population 

nearly doubled to 900,000. This number equaled ten percent of the total 

population of England and Wales. Also during the eighteenth century, deaths 

recorded in London outweighed births, signifying that population growth resulted 

from continuous immigration into the city.° 

What was so fascinating about London? What drew so many people? 

Certainly, the promise of economic prosperity was enough to motivate many to 

make the move, but added to this was the attraction of London's abundant and 

accessible juxuries. Harley, the main character in Henry Mackenzie's book, The 

Man of Feeling, epitomized the individual who was drawn to London for these 

very reasons. In search of "worldly interests", Harley departs for London, but not 

without a stern warning from his aunt; “London [is] so replete with temptations 

that it need[s] the whole armour of my friendly cautions to repel their attacks."* 

  

; George Rude, Hanoverian London 1714-1808 (Berkeley and Los 

Angeles: University of California Press, 1971), 2-5; Tobias Smollett, Humphrey 
Clinker (London, 1771; reprint London: Penguin Books, 1985), 118. 
; Rude, 7, 21. 
4 Henry MacKenzie, The Man of Feeling (London: Cadell, 1771; reprint, 
New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1958), 11. 
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Any pleasurable activity or object not easily obtained elsewhere in Britain was a 

luxury. Among London's numerous luxuries were fashionable clothes, a 

multitude of non-essential services, and economically accessible entertainment 

at London's theaters, in public assembly rooms and, during the summer months, 

at London's pleasure gardens. 

Hope for luxury and riches attracted crowds to the emerging world center. 

London's manufacturing industries grew, and as they did some well-positioned 

merchants and tradesmen prospered. As a result the city's social order 

changed: individuals other than the traditional elite prospered and new social 

groups emerged. These emerging classes were noticed by Daniel Defoe as 

early as 1709. On June 25 of that year, he made the often quoted remark in The 

Review that Englishmen and women made up seven social classes; 

The great who live profusely. The rich who live very 

plentifully. The middie sort, who live well. The working trades, who 
labour but feel no want. The country people, farmers ... who fare 

indifferently. The poor, that fare hard. The miserable, that really 
pinch and suffer want. ° 

Representatives of each of Defoe's social categories were present in London, 

and many of them were attracted to London's pleasure gardens. Pleasure 

gardens were amusement centers open during the summer season. Londoners 

of all ranks enjoyed attending the most spectacular and popular gardens which 

  

° Rude, 38. 
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were open at night. Here, patrons enjoyed music, food, fireworks and society in 

lamp-lit garden paths. 

London was full of pleasure gardens and Warwick Wroth's exhaustive 

study specifically mentions over 100. Many of London's gardens opened for tea 

on Sundays or during the day. Some were attached to taverns and many were 

miniature imitations of the famous eighteenth-century health destination Bath 

and featured spa waters. The most unique type of pleasure garden, however, 

was open at night. These pleasure resorts attracted both London's traditionally 

elite and new classes. 

England's eighteenth-century social structure was rigid. Even though 

middling people prospered in their London business, the aristocracy remained 

strong. Prosperous tradesmen could not buy themselves titles in a country 

which believed in the ordered structure of a "Great Chain of Being”. Every 

person had a "divinely ordained” place in the social structure, determined by 

their birth. Only 1,003 people held peerages throughout the entire eighteenth 

century. During this century, British aristocrats not only maintained, but 

increased their political power.® In the face of the aristocracy's firm 

entrenchment as Britain's rulers, people with newly acquired wealth found 

alternative ways to join London society. The aristocracy still ruled, but middling 

consumers emerged to join them in their pursuit of leisure. 

  

6 John Rule, Albion's People, English Society, 1714-1815 (London and New 
York: Longman Group UK Ltd., 1992), 31-33. 
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Like other public amusements in London, some gardens catered 

specifically to one class of citizens. London's rich -- the gentry, aristocrats and 

already successful merchants and tradesmen -- attended London's finer 

pleasure gardens, especially Ranelagh and Vauxhall. Here, they enjoyed such 

things as refreshment, the music of Handel, leisurely strolis along the garden 

paths and, most importantly, the splendor of their self-created parade of fashion 

and wealth. While some elite members of London's society were choosy about 

which gardens they attended, they found it impossible to completely avoid 

people from the middle sort or working trades. Avoiding lower classes, however, 

was not always desired and various elite Londoners, including the Prince of 

Wales, sometimes chose to attend pleasure gardens normally frequented by 

middling or working people. Likewise, middling and working people did not 

always attend gardens which catered to their class. Armed with the few extra 

shillings required for admittance, this new "middle class" enjoyed attending the 

same activities as and mixing with London's elite. Pleasure garden 

entertainment was public and, therefore, open to any person who paid. In social 

environments other than pleasure gardens, it was possible to segregate oneself 

from members of different classes in the pursuit of leisure. The pleasure 

gardens, though, were not conducive to this separation. 

London's elite and lower ranks certainly noticed each other in various 

social situations. They encountered each other on the streets and enjoyed the 

13



same theater productions, but the surroundings kept them separated. If a 

tradesman encountered one of London's wealthy citizens around town, it was 

while providing a service, or as an onlooker, not as a social equal. 

Representatives of Defoe's classes also encountered each other at the city's 

diversions other than pleasure gardens, especially at London's two theaters, 

Drury Lane and Covent Gardens. In theaters, the audience was divided into 

separate seating areas. The elite occupied the most expensive seats while the 

middling sort sat in the less expensive areas. In Fanny Burney's novel, Evelina, 

the lead character attends the theater with her relatives, a silversmith's family. 

In her seat, she is isolated from her more privileged London acquaintances who 

are seated near the stage where they are seen by the audience and are almost 

part of the show themselves. 

Pleasure gardens differed: with fewer boundaries and only one 

admission price, the classes mixed freely. Some members of London's lower 

classes were not as visible as the middling sort and elite. Lurking behind the 

ostentatious display of fashion and culture in the gardens were London's 

miserable and poor. They were attracted to this particular entertainment by the 

abundance of wealth and activity concentrated in these pleasure resorts. 

Pickpockets, highwaymen, and prostitutes all found opportunity in the gardens. 

The popularity of the gardens with London's daughters of emerging merchants 

and tradesmen, to whom this social setting was a new experience, drew another 

14



type of opportunist -- men hoping to acquire some amount of money by seducing 

(and marrying) prosperous young women. 

Flexible boundaries, easy admittance and fine entertainment drew 

London consumers to pleasure gardens. Each garden was unique in its urban 

setting, its entertainment, or its reputation, and a garden's individual appeal 

drew a diverse mixture of London citizens. A garden's reputation, however, 

often influenced who attended and (in the interest of profit) the proprietors of 

each garden continuously struggled to create crime-free and ‘genteel' 

atmospheres. Some garden managers had more success than others and their 

gardens attracted more of London's elite. All pleasure gardens, once they were 

well known, attracted both men and women, unlike the earlier establishments out 

of which pleasure gardens evolved. The pleasure gardens’ unfamiliar 

environment also allowed women to test the limits and flexibility of the eighteenth 

century's gender boundaries. 

In their early years, many gardens were attached to taverns which 

served primarily as men's space. Marylebone Gardens, a very popular pleasure 

resort in the eighteenth century, was, in 1691, a popular men's bowling green 

featuring a small garden. By 1691, London's aristocratic men, including the 

Duke of Buckingham, frequented the bowling green. The popularity of the 

bowling green was noted by Alexander Pope, whose lines, "At the Groom 

Porter's batter'd bullies play; Some Dukes at Marybone bowl time away," refer to 

15



the Duke of Buckingham, but by the eighteenth century Marylebone operated as 

a large scale place of amusement and it was enjoyed equally by women and 

men. ’ 

It is significant that Marylebone catered only to men as long as its 

clientele was primarily aristocratic. By the mid-eighteenth century, Marylebone 

had evolved into a pleasure garden attended by members of all London classes. 

With the garden's proprietor seeking to earn a living in London's competitive 

leisure market, he changed the nature of the garden's entertainment and 

appealed to London's women, without whom his profit would not have been as 

substantial. Women, of course, enjoyed leisure and social space in London as 

much as their male contemporaries and they were an influential presence in 

places like the pleasure gardens. 

This thesis will focus primarily upon four of the century's largest pleasure 

gardens -- Vauxhall, Ranelagh, Marylebone (or Marybone) Gardens and Cuper's 

Gardens.*® Pleasure garden records are scarce even for these large gardens. It 

is easiest to find evidence of what happened in these resorts because of their 

immense popularity and because of the variety of people who attended them. 

Pleasure gardens were an important part of eighteenth-century London's social 

  

7 Gordon Mackenzie, Marylebone: Great City North of Oxford Street 
(London: Macmillian London Limited, 1972), 29; Wroth, 43,94. 

. Warwick Wroth, The London Pleasure Gardens of the Eighteenth Century 
(London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1898; reprint; Hamden, CT: The ShoeString 
Press, 1979), 7-8 
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life and, as a result, were featured prominently in much of the century's 

literature. Novels and other writings which discussed pleasure garden activity 

are a valuable source from which we gain insight into eighteenth-century social 

interaction. 

Descriptions of pleasure gardens and other leisure activities found in 

novels, essays and poems shed light on the social interaction which occurred in 

pleasure gardens. The gardens are important for more than just their musical 

and artistic culture: people of all economic backgrounds attended pleasure 

gardens and their experiences there reflect the larger social situation in London. 

While many elite Londoners described the gardens in personal correspondence, 

there are few writings by middling people in which they describe their pleasure 

garden excursions. It is difficult to reconstruct from their own words what the 

middle ranks found in pleasure gardens, but contemporary literature recreates 

how some middling people behaved at these gardens. Pleasure gardens not 

only offer insight into eighteenth-century class interaction, they are an 

interesting forum in which to study women who faced new dangers at nighttime 

public entertainment. 

Marylebone Gardens were popular with many Londoners. Although 

wealthy citizens enjoyed its entertainment, it was also enjoyed by London's 

middling sort. These gardens and the original bowling green originated from a 

seventeenth century gaming house, The Rose Tavern. During these early 

17



years, the center of the later eighteenth-century pleasure resort emerged -- a 

circular walk adorned with hedges and fruit trees. As early as 1688, Samuel 

Pepys visited the bowling green and gardens and called them a "pretty place”. 

The gardens behind the Rose Tavern soon surpassed the bowling green as the 

tavern's main attraction, and the manager turned his attention to creating a 

garden entertainment similar to London's first and most successful pleasure 

garden, Vauxhall. Early diversions included illuminations and music on special 

occasions like the King's birthday. It was not long before The Rose Tavern's 

proprietor, Daniel Gough, realized the economic potential of his operation. In 

1737, he made plans to open the Gardens as a place of nighttime public 

amusement. At this time, Vauxhall Gardens enjoyed immense popularity with 

London's citizens, and Gough modeled his own garden after them. Gough 

expanded the Tavern's gardens and added an orchestra as weil as a “Great 

Room" used for dances and suppers. With these new additions, Marylebone 

Gardens grew in popularity and competed with London's greatest pleasure 

resorts. Not only did the Gardens maintain their popularity with London's 

merchants, tradesmen and their families, but they drew many of London's ‘elite’ 

as well.® 

The entertainment offered at Marylebone Gardens appealed to the 

middling sort because it was accessible and affordable. Tradesmen and their 

  

° Wroth, 95. 
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families enjoyed the spectacle of fashionable society for a reasonable price. 

Season tickets were sold for the summer of 1738 for 12s. Each ticket would 

admit two people for the entire summer. Individual tickets cost 1-2 s. depending 

on the night's entertainment. If the novelty of paying admission to attend leisure 

activities with the upper classes drew London's middle classes, the quality of the 

entertainment continued to make the gardens a desirable destination for both 

the middle class and elite classes. By the early 1750s, Marylebone Gardens 

had a new proprietor. John Trusler, a professional cook, improved the Garden's 

atmosphere by concerning himself with the food served there." 

Music was always one of Marylebone's most popular attractions. 

Handel's works often premiered at the gardens, and the composer himself was a 

frequent patron. Marylebone's patrons also enjoyed favorite songs performed by 

some of London's most popular singers, Nan Catley, Mary Ann Falkner and 

Thomas Lowe. This musical climate particularly attracted the business-minded 

singer Thomas Lowe. Although he sang at other London pleasure gardens, by 

1763 he was the new proprietor of Marylebone Gardens. Under his 

management, musical entertainment increased. The gardens opened at 5:00 

PM and featured nightly concerts beginning at 6:30 PM. The popularity of 

pleasure garden singers, however, contributed eventually to the decline of 

Lowe's fortunes. His preoccupation with organizing musical performances 

  

‘0 Ibid. 
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prevented him from properly managing the Garden's financial affairs. While the 

salaries paid to the Garden's many musicians were not exorbitant, a wet season 

in 1768 reduced attendance sufficiently to cause Lowe to turn the Gardens over 

to his creditors." 

By 1769, the Gardens were once again under the management of a 

musician -- Dr. Samuel Arnold. Arnold continued the type of entertainment 

started by Thomas Lowe, but only after he installed (and advertised) new drains 

which insured that the Gardens would, "...become very dry and pleasant in a 

short time after heavy rains."*? Arnold eventually retired around 1773 not much 

better off than Lowe due to extravagant garden additions. Under his 

management musicai entertainment was still a top priority, but patrons avoided 

light rain under a covered dance area. The Garden also featured the highly 

popular fireworks of M. Torré . His demonstrations included such pyrotechnic 

wonders as "The Forge of Vulcan", a model of Cox's Museum, and a 

representation of a temple consisting of, "upwards of 10,000 cases of different 

fires ... all lighted at the same time.""* Always accompanying the fireworks was 

music played by the orchestra located in the "Temple of Apollo"."¢ 

Music and fireworks provided excitement after patrons experienced the 

adventure of the excursion to Marylebone. To get to the gardens, visitors 

  

0 Ibid. 

2 Ibid., 105-106. 
8 Gazette and New Daily Advertiser, 23 May 1774 
4 Mackenzie, 32 
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crossed dark fields on the outskirts of London. These fields were not always 

safe and in spite of an escort service to and from the gardens, crime was always 

a reality. Crime existed also within the perimeter of the gardens. In June of 

1751 a gentleman in the back of the Marylebone Gardens was robbed of his 

money and his watch. In 1764, crime was so much of a problem that the 

proprietor offered a ten guinea reward to anyone who apprehended any ‘shady’ 

character hiding along the dark road leading to Marylebone.’ 

With criminals usually present around or inside Marylebone Gardens, the 

gardens acquired an unruly reputation. Some of London's most respected 

gentlemen were uncharacteristically disorderly at Marylebone Gardens. Dr. 

Samuel Johnson, the epitome of eighteenth-century morality, went to the 

gardens one evening especially to see Torré's fireworks. Due to a downpour, 

the few wet visitors in attendance were told that the fireworks were soaked and 

unfit for display. Upon hearing this, Johnson exclaimed, "This is a mere excuse 

to save their crackers for a more profitable company. Let us both hold up our 

sticks and threaten to break those coloured lamps ...". This incited a few of the 

young men in attendance, who proceeded to do exactly what Dr. Johnson 

suggested. The demonstration, however, did not change the fact that the 

fireworks were too wet to be ignited.* 
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Disturbances did nothing to alter Marylebone Garden's disreputable 

character, but how could they when they were not the only undesirable element 

of the gardens? There were diversions at Marylebone which did not exist at 

other popular pleasure grounds. The Gardens contained a unique Bear Garden 

section with pits for cock-fighting and dog-fighting. In the Bear Garden was an 

area for prize fights featuring both male and female fighters. This unique 

combination of both music by Handel and Bear Gardens gave Marylebone an air 

of intrigue. The potential for a variety of entertainment, respectable and less 

respectable, attracted men like the Duke of Cumberland, younger son of George 

li, and his companions, who frequented shadier areas of the Garden. In the 

dimly lit passages they satisfied their sadistic sense of humor tormenting any 

unescorted young women. ‘” 

Although they remained popular Marylebone Gardens were finally closed 

in 1776. The Gardens were not closed due to crime, illicit activity in the 

Gardens, or financial mis-management. In the end, it was the encroaching city 

which was the end of Marylebone Gardens. The same growth which contributed 

to the gardens’ popularity led to its demise. The Marylebone district housed 

many newly wealthy Londoners. The district was popular with the most 

prosperous middling people. As the Marylebone district grew in popularity there 
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was a demand for houses and new streets, and it was more profitable to lease 

the Gardens to builders than to continue the popular summer entertainment.” 

Despite the criminal activity in Marylebone Gardens its proprietors never 

failed to obtain an operating license. London's Licensing Act of 1752 required 

all public places offering music and dancing to be licensed. One garden which 

fell victim to this 1752 Act was Cuper's Gardens. Cuper's Gardens was located 

on the south shore of the Thames near the Waterloo Bridge. A former gardener 

to the Earl of Arundel, Boyder Cuper, opened the gardens in 1691. His early 

gardens, like Marylebone, consisted of bowling greens and gravel walks. The 

main attraction of the early gardens were the headless marble statues lining the 

gravel walks given to Cuper by his former employer. Also, like Marylebone 

Gardens, Cuper's gardens were affiliated with a tavern, the Feathers Tavern. 

The location of the Feathers was a popular point of arrival for pleasure gardens 

patrons. It was situated on the bank of the Thames and customers often arrived 

from the river instead of the road.® 

Until 1738, Cuper's Gardens charged no admission and they were a 

favorite location for quiet evening strolls. The commercial value of this popular 

garden was first recognized by Ephraim Evans who assumed management of 

the gardens in 1738. He expanded the existing gardens by adding an 

orchestra.” The entertainment consisted of nightly concerts starting a six and 
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ending at ten for which admission was a reasonable one shilling. Mr. Evans 

assured the public of the absence of "bad company” in the gardens, yet Cuper's 

Gardens, like Marylebone, apparently gained a reputation as a haunt for 

criminals." 

When Evans died in 1740, his widow assumed management of Cuper's 

Gardens. Under her proprietorship, she advertised the gardens frequently and 

attracted customers from London's middle and elite classes alike. The 

entertainment of Cuper's Gardens rivaled that provided in London's best 

pleasure gardens. Arrival by water was enough of a novelty to make the garden 

a popular evening destination.” Once inside, patrons enjoyed firework displays 

almost as sensational as those of Marylebone Gardens. On June 26, 1743, the 

Daily Advertiser announced that at Cuper’s Gardens, “This night will be burnt the 

Gorgon's head ... Such a thing as was never known to be done in England 

before." 

Such entertainment was grand enough to draw London's finest, yet 

despite assurances of good company and a promise that no "servant in livery" 

was permitted to walk in the garden, Cuper's Gardens had its share of 

questionable frequenters. Watchmen guarded the entrance which bordered the 
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dark and open St. George Field in an effort to keep out opportunistic patrons, yet 

the occasional "Fleet Street sempstress" or pickpocket found his or her way into 

the garden. Horace Walpole recounted an episode in which two of his 

associates, Lord Bath and Lord Sandys, fell victim to pickpockets. In 1743, a 

man stole a lady's purse containing four guineas. Guards later apprehended 

this thief, only to have him rescued by a band of the criminal's friends. This 

sometimes unruly environment was why Cuper's Gardens was known as a place 

where proper young women never went unescorted.” 

The entertainment at Ranelagh gardens differed significantly from that at 

Cuper's and Marylebone. The crowd here was much more subdued and, in fact, 

the garden's main attraction was the spectacle of its well-behaved and 

fashionable crowd. As a result, those who considered themselves among 

London's elite, or those who wanted to associate with the elite, attended 

Ranelagh. The tame crowd at Ranelagh resulted from the more easily controlled 

environment. There were gardens at Ranelagh, but the primary attraction of the 

place was the Rotunda. This large circular building was 150 feet in diameter 

with an external circumference of 555 feet. In this large enclosed space, 

customers found a safe haven from both inclement weather and criminals. 

Ranelagh, like other pleasure resorts, opened for public amusement in 

the mid eighteenth century. Mr. Lacy, the patentee of Drury Lane, was the first 
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to realize the commercial value of Lord Ranelagh's old estate. Ranelagh House, 

built in 1690, had stood empty since Lord Ranelagh's death in 1712. Mr. Lacy 

acquired the property in 1733, shortly after Vauxhall's Spring Gardens were 

opened for public consumption, and soon made arrangements for the garden to 

be turned into a place of pubiic amusement unlike any other. Despite Lacy’'s 

initial enthusiasm the gardens remained empty until 1741 when he built the large 

Rotunda.” 

Funding the rotunda was expensive. The building cost £16,000 and was 

opened April 5, 1742 with a public breakfast. It immediately impressed London's 

fashionable society. Horace Walpole, of course, attended the opening, after 

which he commented, " ... Ranelagh Gardens were opened at Chelsea; the 

Prince, Princess, Duke, much nobility, and much mob besides was there." He 

also admired the workmanship of the rotunda and the nature of the attending 

crowds, describing it as, " ... a vast amphitheater, finely gilt, painted and 

illuminated, into which everybody that loves eating, drinking, staring or crowding, 

is admitted for twelvepence ... "~. 

Walpole's reference to "much mob" suggests even the proprietor of 

London's most fashionable pleasure resort realized the economic necessity of 

appealing to London's middling folk. To pay for the expensive rotunda, Lacy 
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marketed to all London citizens. The surroundings and entertainment were 

sufficiently elegant. The immensity and beauty of the rotunda drew fashionable 

people and the design of the building, constructed to allow for showing off wealth 

and people-watching, also attracted customers. Fifty-two boxes were located 

around the sides of the rotunda. From these boxes, patrons observed the 

endless procession below. Bell-lamps and art decorated each box which sat 

from seven to eight people for tea, coffee and rolls. An orchestra played at one 

edge of the rotunda with a fireplace and chimney in the center, further ensuring 

the entertainment continued in less than desirable weather.?’ 

Ranelagh's advantage over other London pleasure gardens, that the 

entertainment took place in a well-lit and relatively safe rotunda, was also its 

chief disadvantage. While it was always in vogue, it did not afford the 

excitement of other pleasure gardens. In Humphry Clinker, Matt Bramble, not 

impressed with Ranelagh and its ceaseless display of fashion, says, "One half of 

the company are following at the other's tails, in an eternal circle ... where they 

can neither discourse, distinguish, nor be distinguished, while the other half are 

drinking hot water, under the denomination of tea, till nine or ten o'clock at night, 

to keep awake for the rest of the evening."@° Newspaper accounts of pleasure 

gardens verify Matt Bramble's opinion of the absence of unusual and exciting 

activity. London newspapers are often full of references to brawls, 
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misunderstandings and criminal activity at other pleasure gardens, while 

Ranelagh is usually only mentioned when discussing the latest fashions spotted 

there. 

Ranelagh and its rotunda were indisputably popular throughout the 

eighteenth century until the time it closed in 1805, and throughout its existence, 

it came to symbolize a danger different from those found at Cuper's or 

Marylebone Gardens; "dangerous" obsession with fashion. Horace Walpole 

wrote that once when he attended the gardens, there was such a crowd of 

carriages and people waiting to get into the gardens that he waited thirty-six 

minutes to enter. He also discussed the "ridiculous" trends always found at 

Ranelagh, such as coming in "undress” which helped the elite feel more at ease 

with “ordinary” citizens in the assembly, or arriving two hours after the music was 

over.” Many satirists (including Tobias Smollet) targeted Ranelagh. The author 

of Ranelagh House: A Satire in Prose, attacks Ranelagh as a center of London 

citizens’, " ... most secret vices and practices of the most artful hypocrisy 

discovered and display'd." The author writes in the style of Le Diable Boiteux, a 

book in which the main character encounters a Demon who uncovers the roof 

tops in Spain to expose the, "most secret Actions of Men". Philomides, the 

central character in Ranelagh House, reads this book and wishes to see the 

secret actions of London citizens. His wish is heard by the Demon, Asmodeo, 
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who appears and takes Philomides to, " ... the Temple of Luxury, the Theatre of 

Madness, the Habitation of Folly, which ... | need not tell you | mean Ranelagh 

House." Once at Ranelagh, Asmodeo is pleased to see many of his "Votaries” 

assembled inside the rotunda.” 

Patrons did not worry about pickpockets at Ranelagh. If they needed to 

worry about something it was whether or not they appeared overly concerned 

with fashion. Critics of Ranelagh agreed that its entertainment did not 

encourage industry but excessive amounts of attention to luxury. The attention 

paid by critics to leisure's corrupting influence resulted from the appearance of 

London's middle ranks -- the merchants, tradesmen and their families -- at 

Ranelagh. London's elite, who did not work to survive, had a long history of 

pursuing leisure and fashion. This practice was new to London's middle classes 

and, in the eyes of the elite used to the exclusiveness of luxury, these tradesmen 

neglected their jobs, wasted their time and encouraged indolence in their 

families by attending Ranelagh. 

Ranelagh's endless fashion parade was rivaled by London's most 

universally popular pleasure resort, Vauxhall. Vauxhall, or the Spring Gardens, 

Vauxhall, was located on the south shore of the Thames. Shortly after the 

Restoration the "Spring Gardens” opened to the public. In 1661, the gardens 

consisted of neatly laid-out walks lined with trees and rose bushes. The garden 
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was renowned for the nightingales which sang in the trees, making it a popular 

location for evening walks. By 1667, the gardens acquired the reputation as a 

favorite place for "rogues", two of which Samuel Pepys wrote about, a “young 

Newport [and] Harry Killigrew ... a rogue newly come back out of France, but still 

in disgrace at our Court," who made a practice of hiding in the garden and 

inappropriately seizing young ladies. The early Spring Gardens also served as 

a rendezvous for London's most fashionable people, and Pepys describes the 

gardens as a place where, "both sexes meet, and mutually serve one another as 

guides to lose their way, and the windings and turnings in the little Wilderness 

are so intricate, that the most experienced mothers have often lost themselves in 

looking for their daughters."*' 

in 1726, Jonathan Tyers obtained a thirty-year lease from Elizabeth 

Masters and opened the already popular Spring Garden for admission. He 

opened "Vauxhall" with a Ridotto al fresco. Admission to this event was one 

guinea and it was attended by over 400 people. One hundred armed soidiers 

were present as a precaution and as a result, order prevailed, with only minor 

incidents occurring -- for instance, a pickpocket who was apprehended for 

stealing fifty guineas.” 
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Vauxhall quickly became the most popular diversion in London. Tyers 

was the first to realize the profitability of such a venture and his gardens were 

soon imitated by others, including those previously mentioned. Vauxhall's 

allurements were the standard for all other pleasure gardens. They were often 

imitated, but never surpassed. The gardens consisted of twelve acres of 

tree-lined, gravel walks and were lit by over a thousand colored lamps which 

were, "so disposed that they all take fire together, almost as quick as lightning, 

and dart such a sudden blaze as is perfectly surprising."* The illumination 

produced by such an arrangement was certainly a novelty in a city known for its 

bad lighting. 

Patrons entered Vauxhall Gardens through the manger's house on the 

west end of the gardens. From the house, they walked onto the "Grand Walk” 

which extended eastward the entire length of the garden, 900 feet. The people 

who attended Vauxhall were treated to various illusions, including a "Ha Ha" 

beyond the eastern fence, which made the distant farmer's fields appear to be 

just over the fence. A gilded statue of Aurora, later replaced by a Grand Gothic 

Obelisk stood at one end of the grand walk. Viewers were impressed by these 

sights because in the evening it was difficult to see that they were merely 

painted canvas and boards. From the Grand Walk, patrons paraded down a 

cross walk and on to the parallel South Walk. Over this walk were three great 
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arches through which patrons viewed paintings of ancient ruins. This 

mythological theme was present throughout the entire garden, and was 

incorporated in the various "Temples" dotted along the garden paths and in 

various groves. Tyers built these "Temples" dedicating them to such things as 

Pleasure, Mars and Venus. Of course London's own adopted hero, Handel, had 

a statue in the garden. Garden patrons further lost themselves in the romantic 

spirit of the place in the garden's dark walks, or the notorious "Lover's Walk" or 

more intriguingly called the "Druid's Walk". This walk was on the under-lit side 

of the garden. The absence of many lamps and the overgrown canopy of trees 

preventing any moon light from entering made this an area frequented by "loose 

characters".* 

Admission for an evening compared to the admission charged at other 

gardens. On most nights the entertainment cost one shilling and to 

accommodate Vauxhall's frequent visitors, Tyers sold silver season passes 

elaborately designed by Hogarth. An evening's entertainment typically included 

orchestral music in the gardens if the weather cooperated. If not, the 

entertainment moved into Vauxhall's rotunda. Tyer's rotunda was eventually 

outdone by Ranelagh's, but customers enjoyed the smaller (70 feet in diameter) 

rotunda's decor. Each of the rooms’ sixteen sash windows was crowned by a 

plume of feathers, the crest of the Prince of Wales (an obvious appeal for his 
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patronage). Patrons went elsewhere for firework displays which were not a 

regular part of the garden's festivities until 1798. Vauxhall's diversions were 

unique, though, and people enjoyed the garden's illusions. At nine o'clock each 

evening a painting of a mill and stream was illuminated to look "real". A bell 

rang signaling this nightly performance and patrons rushed to the back of the 

garden to see what appeared to be water flowing over the mill and into the 

stream.* 

Vauxhall was extremely popular with all classes of people. This is 

evidenced by its extensive food menu. Unlike other pleasure resorts, the menu 

was very diverse, offering everything from champagne to cider, chicken to beef, 

or Vauxhall's specialty -- paper-thin sliced ham. The diverse menu was 

necessary to accommodate the garden's many guests, who might be anyone 

from the Prince of Wales (with his own pavilion in the garden) to the average 

tradesman. On a regular night Walpole estimated "above fifteen hundred 

people" in attendance. *” 

Visitors to London often made a special point to see Vauxhall because it 

was listed in so many tour guides, and because it showcased London's unique 

social mixture. Those visitors with vivid imaginations especially enjoyed the 

gardens. Smollet captured the character of a young and impressionable visitor 

to Vauxhall in Lydia Melford. In describing her visit, this young woman Says, 
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"Image to yourself ... a spacious garden, part laid out in delightful walks ... 

exhibiting a wonderful assemblage of the most picturesque and striking objects, 

pavilions, lodges, groves, grottoes ... temples and cascades ... ." She goes on 

to describe the lighting around the temples which consisted of, " ... an infinite 

number of lamps, disposed in different figures of suns, stars, and 

constellations ... ."*° Mrs. John Amory, a Boston merchant's wife, attended 

Vauxhall two times during her short visit to London. She was impressed by the 

company and wrote in her diary that she saw the Duke and Duchess of 

Cumberland at Vauxhall.” 

There were occasional outbursts of unruly behavior at Vauxhall Gardens 

as well as problems with crime. The gardens attracted ali classes of people, 

middling young men who sometimes rioted in the dark walks and London's 

wealthy who were sometimes targeted by pickpockets. In 1/763 after several 

complaints, Tyers closed off the dark walks, where the unruly behavior 

frequently occurred. The action proved so unpopular with the garden's patrons, 

however, that at the start of the 1764 season a group of young men rioted and 

tore up the railing blocking the entrances to the dark walks. Tyers never again 

attempted to fence off the dark walks from the rest of the garden.” Boswell 

describes another incident in his London Journal. While attending Vauxhall, he 
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witnessed what resulted from a quarrel between a waiter and a "gentleman". 

During the argument, "A great crowd gathered round and roard [sic] out, ' A 

ring-a ring;, which is the signal for making room for the parties to box it out ... at 

last the constable came to quell the riot. | seized his baton in good-humoured 

way which made him laugh ... bawling out, 'Who will resist the Peace? Aring, a 

ring’."*" 

Riots were especially popular on the last night of the season, as was the 

case in September of 1774. The London Chronicle gave an account of a, 

" ... great concourse of people at Vauxhall ... [who] did not leave the gardens til 

eight o'clock [in the] morning; and from two o'clock til the time of departure the 

place was no better than a bear gar'en: and several persons, who had only the 

appearance of Gentlemen, were so ex'remely riotous, that they were taken into 

custody by the Constables ... ."*? 

Vauxhall's proprietors ensured London's upper classes were not deterred 

by this "riotous" behavior. They often featured elaborate entertainments directed 

at elite customers. Ridotto al frescos were dances which cost more than the 

usual evening's entertainment and they were extremely popular. Horace 

Walpole attempted to attend a Ridotto in 1769 with a friend, Mr. Conway. He 

was annoyed by the, ” ... tide and torrent of coaches [which] was so prodigious, 
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that it was half and hour after nine before [we] got halfway from Westminster 

Bridge." By the time they reached Vauxhall, “many thousands of persons" were 

already in attendance.* Even these more "exclusive" events were not free from 

disorder. The London Chronicle called the event attended by Walpole a, 

“Ridotto al frisky" due to the playful demeanor of the ladies and gentlemen who 

attended the dance. At the same event, a man wearing a false nose and, 

"saying some things to several Ladies that were rather indecent" was obliged by 

a guard to, "put his nose in his pocket." 

The disorderly behavior in Vauxhall gardens never became as much as a 

problem as it was in other gardens and Vauxhall remained the most popular 

pleasure resort in London until its close in 1859. In its later years and in a more 

developed and well-lit London, the garden's colored lights, illusions and 

mysterious dark walks lost their appeal. Towards the end of the century, the 

gardens opened for daytime entertainment. As illusions were unmasked by 

daylight, more "sensational" events became standard. However, balloon 

ascents and tight rope walkers did not draw the diversity of people who attended 

the original pleasure garden. 

During the time that Vauxhall and the other London pleasure gardens 

remained a popular diversion, they served as a forum for people to mix and 
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experience new and unusual activities. These pleasure gardens were 

particularly important to eighteenth-century London's new middle classes. 

Merchants, working men, and their families found in the pleasure gardens an 

opportunity to establish their claim to leisured activities once reserved for the 

upper classes. 
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Chapter 2 

Pleasure Gardens, Class and the Pursuit of Leisure 

Here, night by night, thy Priests in Mystic round, 
With weary footsteps print the hallow'd ground. 

All ranks revolving in their several spheres 
Kings, Nobles, Commoners, and Irish Peers. 

Ranelagh: A Poem’ 

Almost immediately after pleasure gardens appeared, London's elite 

made them a popular summer-time destination. In an age of fashion-obsession, 

contemporaries found it difficult to determine the lasting appeal (not to mention 

the usefulness) of London's latest diversion. One of Horace Walpole's notable 

correspondents, Thomas Gray, doubted the lasting popularity of Vauxhall 

gardens. In June of 1736, two years after Vauxhall opened, Gray commented 

about the overwhelming popularity of the gardens, at which over fifteen hundred 

people were present one June evening. Gray had yet to attend the gardens, but 
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he was curious about the, "beauty of the place, when lighted up”. Having not yet 

attended and therefore unable to comprehend the allure of, “a little music" and 

lamps, Gray incorrectly concluded, "I don't suppose it will be any long time in 

vogue". He underestimated the popularity of pleasure gardens like Vauxhall, 

and did not anticipate that his letter of 1736 was directed to a man who would 

devote a large part of his correspondence to describing social events at 

pleasure gardens.” 

Pleasure gardens were a popular destination for pleasure seeking 

Londoners of all ranks; their customers represented virtually every class in 

London. This represents one of the first occasions that London's middling 

people mixed with the city's traditional elite. In 1747, 215 various occupations 

were mentioned on a list of London trades. By 1792, 492 were listed.* In 1798, 

it has been estimated that the upper middle class of London, those with a yearly 

income of £200, were only 5 per cent of the population, but those who made a 

middling salary, close to £75 per year, consisted of an additional 25 per cent.‘ 

This large population of people who would eventually make up a middle class 

caused Horace Walpole to comment that, "there was Nowhere but in England 
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the distinction of Middling People."" These middling people were not only 

identified, "materially by the goods and services they purchased and by the 

status linked to and revealed by that consumption,” but also by the type of 

leisure they determined to pursue.° 

That pleasure gardens continued to fascinate foreigners and stylish 

residents of London throughout the eighteenth century is remarkable, for in 

London there was no shortage of recreation. Pleasure garden proprietors were 

faced with luring their customers away from London's already established places 

of entertainment, which included the theater and numerous private masquerades 

or assemblies. The pleasure garden proprietors found themselves in 

unchartered territory. Their genteel entertainment attracted elite customers 

away from private functions, yet at the same time, proprietors realized the 

economic potential of selling leisure to London's emerging middle ranks. They 

negotiated this new landscape carefully, realizing the possibility of alienating 

one group of customers, the aristocracy, in pursuit of another potential pool of 

customers, the middle ranks. Therefore, the price of attending pleasure gardens 

was maintained at an affordable rate. One shilling for a night's attendance was 

manageable for London's middling people who made anywhere from an 

estimated 9s per week for laborers to £1 per week for artisans.’ 
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The living standard differed according to rising prices and the cost 

of living, but pleasure gardens remained popular throughout the eighteenth 

century and continued to increase in popularity among London's middle ranks.® 

The admission price for pleasure garden attendance was certainly more 

favorable for middling people than theatre admission. One shilling gave 

middling people access to all areas and entertainments found in pleasure 

gardens, while the price to attend the theatre was stratified. Ticket prices at the 

theatres cost 5s, 3s, 2s or, for the lowest priced seats which were far removed 

from the 5s seats, 1s.° 

Pleasure gardens were preferred for their more democratic admission 

price. Patrons had the opportunity to walk along the same paths, might sit in the 

same supper boxes if they could afford to eat at gardens, and watch the fine 

entertainment from the same perspective. An elegant voyage to Vauxhall could 

even be procured for a small fee. A waterman charged anywhere from ‘1s to 6d, 

depending on the type of boat, to make the voyage along the Thames from 

Whitehall stairs or Westminster Bridge to Vauxhall.*° Although the admission 

price was democratic, it did not deter London's elite, who developed their own 

rituals which separated them from the middle ranks. The garden proprietors 
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offered entertainment that both classes found appealing, but patrons wishing to 

separate themselves from the gardens’ common sort and who could afford both 

time and money either bought season tickets to the gardens, arrived late, or 

hired servants or musicians to accompany their excursions. However, it was 

never completely possible to separate themselves. 

In this new landscape, proprietors not only had to appeal to London's 

various classes, but also to both male and female customers. In negotiating this 

new economic terrain, proprietors unwittingly set the stage for cultural interaction 

and made possible wnat Dror Wahrman calls a, "broadening of aristocratic 

culture.""' Although Wahrman is not primarily concerned with examining 

leisure, the leisure rituals developed during the eighteenth century need further 

examination because they provide essential insight into the formation of a 

"middie class idiom".'* This middle class idiom was the common language of 

behavior and expressions constructed by London's middle ranks which later 

made them definable as a middle class. This “socio-cultural self-perception” 

"13 rather was not based solely on obvious social or economic “circumstances 

London's middling sort constructed this identity in many ways. One crucial 

common practice in the middle ranks' construction of identity was their pursuit of 
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fashionable (previously reserved for the elite) activities and their practice of 

leisure. 

The new opportunities for leisure, represented by places like London's 

pleasure gardens, gave the middling sort a social center-point at which they 

congregated. Here, they acquainted themselves with, challenged, and 

eventually transformed Britain's aristocratic culture. The middling challenge to 

and transformation of aristocratic culture which occurred in London eventually 

spread throughout the country. London's unique culture was disseminated by 

cultural ambassadors, or people who immigrated to London to work, enjoyed the 

city's fashions, and returned home. They brought back to the various towns, 

cities, and villages from which they came, "shared meanings, attitudes and 

values, and the symbolic forms ... in which they [were] expressed or 

embodied,""* or London's unique "popular culture" which became one element in 

England's “national identity”. 

The middle ranks' participation in "shared" rituals like pleasure garden 

attendance demonstrates that in eighteenth-century London "popular culture" is 

not the culture of a homogenous group of non-elites. In his essay, 

"Problematising Popular Culture", Tim Harris defines some of the limitations of 

the term, ‘popular culture’. He argues that; 
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Most scholars have defined ‘popular’ in juxtaposition to what it is 
not -- it is not official culture, it is not the culture of the elite, or the 

educated classes. Such a strategy has led to the development of a 

bi-polar frame of analysis. As a result, we have come to think in 

terms of a series of dichotomies: between elite and popular; 

patrician and plebeian; high and low ... . Under critical examination, 

however, many of these alleged dichotomies break down.” 

The fact that a middling group of people formed their own culture while 

practicing ritualized leisure at places like pleasure gardens demonstrates there 

was more than just "high" and "low" culture in eighteenth-century England. 

Modified aristocratic culture became a type of popular culture with the middle 

sorts’ participation. Each person, whether a tradesman, merchant or female 

member of their family, contributed his or her peculiar expressions to the 

practice of ritual leisure. The combined practices which resulted gave the newly 

powerful middling people one of their many common and unifying rituals. 

This new identity was formulated not only by middling men, but also their, 

"inseparable female counterparts," who did not just, “complemen|t] the (male) 

public challenge to the national society." "© Wahrman, who uses this description, 

suggests women "complemented" the challenge, but when we examine this new 

identity from the perspective of leisure, we see women were active participants. 

Like men of their same social standing, middling women were unfamiliar with the 

new social territory found in places like pleasure gardens and so they began to 
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map out this new landscape. As women began to participate in public leisure, 

"17 of women. Conduct they challenged the century's "limited subordination 

literature advised women to be subordinate, but they had the public opportunity 

to assert their identities through the pursuit of leisure. Participating in popular 

activities like pleasure gardens allowed women to contest the boundaries of their 

subordination, and the role of gender in middle-class identity. Susan Dwyer 

Amussen defines popular culture as, 

... the locus in which ideas about gender are developed and 

transmitted within society. Ideas from literary culture are used, but 

they gain meaning as they are interpreted and redefined in 
everyday life. By looking at everyday behaviour, reactions and 
assumptions, we can begin to outline the gender system of early 

modern England. 

With their behavior in places like pleasure gardens, middling women not only 

redefined and interpreted the eighteenth-century gender system -- they created 

one for women who participated in ritual leisure. The process by which they 

created and defined their own popular culture is discussed in Chapter Three. 

Middling London women observed the behavior of elite women and either 

emulated their style or asserted their own unique manners. Middling women 

were discriminating consumers of the newly broadened genteel culture and in 

their pursuit of leisure they were pivotal in the "public challenge". Their cultural 
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decisions elicited much commentary from their husbands and fathers as well as 

members of London's elite. The resulting dialogue, which | discuss in Chapter 

Three, is present in the century's conduct literature, popular literature, and 

newspaper commentary. 

The participation of the middle class in the same London culture also 

enjoyed by elites was seen as an intrusion and a threat, so much so that by the 

end of the century, the elite removed themselves from London's more public 

amusements. Some elite citizens criticized the universal obsession with 

diversions, yet they reserved their harshest criticism for the lower men and 

women who frequented places of public amusement. This critique intensified the 

debate focusing on leisure and often dwelt on the effects of this "popularization" 

of aristocratic culture.'* A common voice in this debate was of concerned elite 

men and women consistently pointing out that unlike aristocrats, who could 

temper their life with diversions, the middling sorts, being unfamiliar with leisure, 

put their livelihoods in danger. They feared the downfall of London's social 

order as tradesmen forgot their industry in favor of the pursuit of leisure. 

With the “broadening of aristocratic culture" came also, according to 

Jurgen Habermas, a broadening of the public sphere. London's public sphere 

included a thriving literary culture. Within this literary space raged cultural 
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debates regarding the London population's fascination with leisure. London's 

thriving literary culture included newspapers, periodical essays and other 

popular literature. There was an abundance of arguments regarding the 

appropriateness of tradespeople attending public leisure activities in London's 

literary sphere. One reader of The Public Ledger, a London newspaper, 

discussed the corrupting influence of public diversions in a letter to the printer. 

He was upset with London's abundance of, " ... places of entertainment for ... 

summer evenings.” He singled out pleasure gardens, saying there were, " ...too 

great a number,” and complained that, "... almost everybody, especially the 

trading part of this extensive city, makes it a ... point ... to go two or three times a 

season at least, to the no little neglect of their business and the no little injury of 

their families." His concern stemmed from personal experience, having lost a 

son to, "An unhappy fondness ... for Vauxhall, Ranelagh and the Theatres, 

[which] led him into continued rounds of folly and extravagance." This 

self-proclaimed, “Unfortunate Father" blamed his son's love of pleasure gardens 

for his untimely death of, “old age at twenty-seven." His son's apparent 

obsession with ‘folly’ caused him to forget his duties to his family, and his father 

was not pleased to be left with the care of his son's widow and three children. 

Due to his personal experience the "Unfortunate Father" desired further 

regulation of public diversions and hoped their spread would be stopped by 
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Parliament.” The threat of premature death resulting from too much pleasure 

was not the only impetus to avoid pleasure gardens. Behind such warnings was 

the fear of a godless citizenry. Throughout the eighteenth century, especially in 

England's urban centers, middling Dissenters challenged the authority of the 

Anglican Church. Although the post-Reformation Toleration Act of 1689 allowed 

Protestant non-conformists to worship legally, it did not cause a rise in the 

number of non-conformists.7' Rather, people felt freer to not attend church, and 

there was a decline in attendance. Social critics frequently commented on this 

phenomenon, one poet lamenting England's "Empty Churches", "Persons 

without Religion" and, "Crammed Playhouses"~ 

Leisure and “consumer choice" gave those middling people not regularly 

attending church an alternative to religious devotion. Middling Anglicans joined 

forces with the minorities of middling Methodists, Baptists, and other Dissenters 

at London's various secular social centers. Many middling people, regardless 

of their church affiliation, found society at pleasure gardens. In spite of the 

growing popularity of other denominations, the majority of England's urban 

populations belonged to the Church of England, since it was necessary for 
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middling men to at least appear "Anglican" if they wanted to attend University or 

hold public 

office. As a result, this church experienced greater absenteeism throughout the 

eighteenth century and seemed most threatened by secular social activities. 

With numbers missing from the Established Church's worship services, pleasure 

garden attendance was often compared to the Church of England's attendance.” 

Perhaps the "empty" Church of England was wnat led one contemporary 

observer to author a satire of the Anglican Book of Common Prayer called, 

“The Ranelean Religion Displayed”. In this pamphlet, the writer attributes 

absenteeism to a new "god"; the, "Worship of pleasure," stemming from the 

worship of two other gods, "Power" and "Riches". Because of this new "religion", 

“Temples to worship the Christian god are empty -- even on high Festivals." The 

people who worshipped pleasure were, " ... for ever in one or other of his 

Temples, that are so crowded with Votaries, the People seem ... the most 

religious People on Earth."** The "chief Temple" was, of course, Ranelagh, 

although members of this "religion" were also found at Vauxhall, Marylebone 

Gardens, and Cuper's Gardens. The religion's "book of rights" included such 

statements as, "! acknowledge no Error in my judgment, neither am | concious 

[sic] of Sin ... Hide from Vulgar Eyes the Pleasures of our Midnight Revels, and 
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blot out from our minds all Sense of Innocence, that we may not blush at the 

things we do."* The "Evening Prayer" included a Collect for Aid against all 

Perils: 

Lighten, we beseech thee, the dark Lanes, Alleys, and 

Passages leading from thy Temple; Protect us from Ditches 

Robberies, and Pickpockets, and ail other Perils and 

Dangers of the Night, for the love of Mirth and Pleasure, for 

Whose Sake we daily expose ourselves. 
Amen” 

The author further critiqued the enjoyment of leisure with a mock, "Epistle" 

which stated, "Owe every man as much as thou canst, especially if he be an 

industrious Tradesman... .". These religious followers were also encouraged to 

commit adultery, "Kill in a Duel", and to, "Shun the Light of the Sun, spend the ... 

Night in Riot and in Drunkeness, in Chambering and Wantoness, and in 

amorous Dalliance."”’ 

This satire, particularly the Epistle which directly refers to "Tradesmen", 

clearly confirms evidence presented by John Rule and P.J. Corfield that neglect 

of religion was a "social protest" causing a reaction among conservative 

Anglicans.“ According to some eighteenth-century contemporaries, pursuit of 

leisure within the middle ranks was accompanied by an abandon of morals and a 

denunciation of religion. In their enjoyment of public entertainments like 
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pleasure gardens, however, middling people abandoned morals less than they 

asserted a new identity. Successful tradesmen, merchants, and their families 

preferred the society of their peers in social settings other than church. Part of 

the emerging middle class idiom was a re-evaluation of the importance of church 

attendance and a prioritizing of leisure time. Perhaps this is why 

eighteenth-century observers often noticed that on Sundays public gardens (not 

pleasure gardens) like St. James' Park were full, of the "...trading part of 

people,"*’ while others bemoaned "Empty Churches". 

Tobias Smollett contributed to the debate about leisure in his work, 

Humphrey Clinker. Smollet's critique is not centered around religion, and 

focused instead on the perceived insubordination accompanying the pursuit of 

fashion. Matt Bramble represented many of Smollet's personal views including 

his opinion regarding London's universal obsession with leisure. Bramble, a 

wealthy Welsh landowner (unlike Smollett) tours London and, therefore, attends 

London's best-known pleasure gardens. He is shocked to find, "no distinction or 

subordination left" in London and is amazed that, "[t]he gayest places of public 

entertainment are filled with fashionable figures; which, upon inquiry [are] found 

to be journeymen taylors [sic], serving-men, and abigails, disguised like their 

betters." Smollett's commentary regarding the folly of pleasure garden 

attendance echoes that of the "Unfortunate Father". Not only is Matt Bramble 
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surprised to find the, "different departments of life ... jumbled together," at 

pleasure gardens, but he also decides that London's most popular diversions 

lack any real elegance because they are directed at, and so reflect, London's, 

"incongruous monster", the public.*° 

As mentioned in Chapter One, Bramble dismisses the, "noise, confusion 

... and glitter" of Ranelagh as an absurdity, but for Matt Bramble, Vauxhall even 

better represents this new form of "vulgar" entertainment. He describes Vauxhall 

as a," ... composition of baubles, overcharged with paltry ornaments ill 

conceived, and poorly executed .... It is an unnatural assembly of objects, 

fantastically illuminated in broken masses, seemingly contrived to dazzle the 

eyes and divert the imagination of the vulgar ... .". Surveying the, "crowded 

walks", Bramble decides in spite of his disgust of the place and its 'tasteless' 

customers, he pities their lack of sense. He fears for the health of the pleasure 

garden patrons who, " ... course along ... damp and gloomy walks, or crowd 

together upon wet gravel, without any other cover than the cope of Heaven... ." 

Bramble facetiously detects a conspiracy among pleasure garden proprietors 

and the city's doctors and undertakers. The pursuit of pleasure, “which now 

predominates through every rank and denomination of life," persuades Bramble 

that, "more gouts, rheumatisms, catarrhs, and consumptions are caught in these 
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nocturnal pastimes ... than from all the risques [sic] and accidents to which life of 

toil and danger is exposed."*' 

Critiques of middling people's participation in leisure were plentiful in 

London's eighteenth-century literary public forum, proving that many people 

disapproved of the changes in social relations represented by pleasure gardens. 

The author of Ranelagh House: A Satire also comments on middling people's 

enjoyment of diversion. This author observes several middling "types" mixing at 

Ranelagh: a tailor and toymaker, a fashionably dressed preacher, a Dean, and 

a sea captain.*? Authors like Smollett and the anonymous Ranelagh observer 

found an audience for their cultural commentary. They noticed the 

eighteenth-century phenomenon of a Lord meeting his tailor in London society 

and realized the novelty of this situation. The prevalence of satirical writing such 

as this demonstrates that an opening of aristocratic culture -- specifically the 

practice of leisure -- did take place. 

Not all commentary relating to the middle rank's pursuit of leisure was so 

negative. While the commentator who discussed possible regulation of public 

diversions in an April 1752 edition of the London Evening-Post did not 

encourage the pursuit of leisure, he acknowledged that diversions should be 

accessible to all of London's inhabitants. He agreed that diversions were, 
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" .. injurious, or not, according to their particular Nature, or the Circumstances of 

those who pursue them." However, this writer argued that moral diversions did 

not harm those who attended and that they, in fact," ... unbend the Mind from 

severer Applications, promote a social Temper, and diffuse a general 

Satisfaction thro' the Ranks of Life ... ." He further promoted the pursuit of 

(moral) leisure among all of London's inhabitants because if it were not for 

leisure, " ... there would be a general Stagnation in all Sorts of Business." 

Throughout this writer's commentary was a warning about denying leisure to 

those who, " ... purchase the Means of Enjoyment by the Sweat of their Brow,” 

and he argued that, "Great Caution is certainly necessary when new Restraints 

are to be laid, even on the lowest People, least their Spirit should be crushed by 

Authority."* 

This commentator perceived the gaining momentum of the emerging 

middle ranks. What he perceived in 1752 was certainly apparent to Tobias 

Smollett over fifteen years later when drafting Humphrey Clinker and also to the 

"Unfortunate Father" in 1765. This momentum was foreshadowed by Horace 

Walpole when he said the opening night of Ranelagh Gardens as included, 

“much mob", the landless, working men and women eager to attend a new type 

of amusement paid for by, "the sweat of their brow."* In the pleasure gardens, a 
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middle-class idiom was emerging. As consumers of this new type of leisure, 

London's middle ranks established themselves as an irrepressible character in 

the century's cultural dialogue. 

Most pleasure gardens featured a mix of classes, but some gardens’ 

proprietors chose to advertise for the patronage of middling and working people. 

These gardens thrived and proved the popularity and marketability of leisure 

among London's lower ranks. Entertainment offered at such public gardens 

differed slightly from that offered at the largest pleasure resorts. They were 

open during the day and on Sunday because working people frequented these 

gardens instead of London's elite who, because they did not work, could stay at 

pleasure gardens into the morning hours. 

White Conduit House was one garden which offered entertainment 

directed at a middling to lower clientele. This resort grew from a 

seventeenth-century tavern and consisted of a "Long Room" and small-scale 

gardens. London citizens enjoyed White Conduit House as a tea garden.” 

Tradespeople attended the garden at which children were a more common sight 

than at gardens frequented by elite people who paid others to watch their 

children. In many ways, the garden's entertainment was suited to a working 

person's schedule. Although the garden did offer nighttime festivities, it was 
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best known for its entertainment which occurred at times when the middling sort 

could enjoy them. 

The most popular activity at White Conduit House was its Sunday 

afternoon tea. Patrons enjoyed their tea in the "genteel boxes” which lined the 

hedges of the garden and were decorated with Flemish paintings. In Vauxhall 

fashion, a large version of these paintings stood at the end of the garden's long 

walk to make it appear longer. Respectable middling people and the occasional 

London dignitary, including Oliver Goldsmith, attended the Sunday tea. 

The novelist Fanny Burney was an occasional visitor at London's 

pleasure gardens and was familiar with the various gardens and their differing 

customer groups. When Burney wished to expose one of her characters to 

different London diversions, she sends Evelina to Vauxhall, Ranelagh and the 

smalier White Conduit House. A modest country girl with connections among 

London's elite, Evelina is shown these gardens by her relatives, the Branghtons, 

a silversmith and his family. Unused to the urban environment, particularly 

London's working people, Evelina is both shocked by and critical of her pleasure 

garden experiences and she finds White Conduit House less than pleasurable. 

She cails her evening there, " ... very disagreeable, and much according to [her] 

expectations." She was distressed by the number of, " ... people [who were] all 

smart and gaudy and so pert and low-bred that [she] could hardly endure being 
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amongst them... ."_ In addition, she experienced disbelief that, " ... the party to 

which, unfortunately, [she] belonged seemed all at home."* Evelina, raised in a 

genteel manner in the country, enjoyed the more high-brow entertainment found 

at Vauxhall. She attended Vauxhall with the Branghtons and found the 

orchestra somewhat pleasurable yet she exclaimed, " ... had | been with a party 

less disagreeable to me, | should have thought it was a place made for 

animation and pleasure." The genteel surroundings of Vauxhall are also 

admired by Evelina's middling relatives, although for different reasons. Evelina, 

however, attempts to set her more refined opinion apart from that of her lower 

class relatives by responding with "coldness" to Miss Branghton's remark 

that she approves of Vauxhall because it is not vulgar.”*’ 

Fanny Burney’'s representation of classes mixing at pleasure gardens 

depicts the struggle between what the elite and middling sort expected from 

public entertainment. By the end of the century, the expectations middling 

people had for the type of entertainment found in pleasure gardens prevailed. 

Perhaps because of middling customers’ numbers or their desire to partake in 

public leisure, more and more pleasure garden managers marketed their 

diversions primarily to them. Proprietors gradually stopped trying to appeal to 

the elite as the market for leisure among the middle class grew and as London's 
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elite left pleasure gardens for their own exclusive functions free of middle class 

encroachment. By the end of the century and beginning of the next, gardens 

offering the most genteel entertainments like Ranelagh had closed, and the 

activities offered at Vauxhall changed considerably. Vauxhall managed to 

remain popular with London's elite, but featured "family oriented" entertainment 

including daytime activities such as balloon ascents and tight-rope walkers, both 

of which were enjoyed by working people and their families. 

Eighteenth-century visitors to London, like Grosely in his "Tour of 

London", observed England's civil society in the city's pleasure gardens. 

Referring to Vauxhall and Ranelagh, Grosely states, “They bring together 

persons of all ranks and conditions ... These places serve equally as a 

rendevous [sic] either for business or intrigue."** Amazed at the prevailing calm 

found in the gardens with their diverse clientele, Grosely explained the public 

peace saying: 

The English assert that such entertainments as these can 
never subsist in France, on account of the levity of the 

people. Certain it is that those of Vauxhall and Ranelagh 
which are guarded only by an outward decency, are 

conducted without tumult and disorder which often disturb 

the public diversions of France.” 

This "decency", according to Grosely, was not without its drawbacks. He 
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beam through their countenances; they look as grave at Vauxhall and Ranelagh 

as at the Bank, at Church, or a private club. All persons seem to say what a 

young English nobleman said to his govenor [sic], ‘Am | as joyous as | should 

be?!" 

English "outward decency" was most apparent to Grosely when he 

observed, " ... fathers and mothers, with their children, enjoying domestic 

happyness [sic] in the midst of such public diversions." While domestic bliss 

was certainly present during Sunday breakfasts or other daytime activities 

attended by middling families, women were not only at the gardens to shepherd 

their families at public diversions. What Grosely did not see when he observed 

English class relations was the complete picture of how women constructed 

more than the domestic branch of middle class identity. While some women did 

indeed participate in domesticating public space, others tested the flexibility of 

eighteenth-century gender boundaries. 

As a middle class identity formed, Londoners raised questions regarding 

gender. London's elite women were subjected to expectations of female 

behavior touted by their contemporaries including fathers, husbands, and 

writers. These men and the women they advised all wondered if the same 

expectations of female behavior applied to the new class of women present in 

public places. Many commentators felt the same standards applied, but as 
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evidenced by their behavior, the women at pleasure gardens were not so sure. 

Middling women helped construct a new national class identity that included new 

gender roles. Their role as cultural characters in unfamiliar territory, however, 

often put women in uncomfortable, exciting, and sometimes dangerous 

situations. 
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Chapter 3 

"Gender and the Pursuit of Leisure" 

Alas! Regardless of their doom, 

The lovely victims rove; 
No sense of suffrings yet fo come, 

Can now their prudence move: 
But see where all around them wait! 

The Ministers of female fate, 

An artful, perjur'd cruel train; 
Ah! Shew them where in ambush stand 
To seize their pray, the faithless band, 

of false deceitful men! 

— Ode to Ranelagh, addressed to the Ladies' 

Amanda Vickery calls the eighteenth-century the "neglected century” of 

women's history. Existing studies of eighteenth-century British women, which 

concentrate on women and work or women within the family, keep women 

confined to their "separate sphere". Studies of women in non-public situations 

help us understand an important facet of class experience. These studies, 

however, largely ignore the pivotal role played by gender in the creation of a 
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public middle class identity. It is clear from the presence of women at London's 

pleasure gardens that they were active within the "public" sphere and they 

actively participated in the leisure activities which contributed much to the 

formation of middle class identity. 

Women were a large part of the class mixture at pleasure gardens, 

although when pleasure gardens first opened they were far outnumbered by 

male customers. When Vauxhall gardens opened June 7, 1732, four hundred 

people attended, but only one in ten were women.° By the end of the pleasure 

garden craze, however, women were so omnipresent that both writers and artists 

featured women prominently in their portrayals of pleasure gardens. One 

romantically inclined writer, in a lengthy description of Vauxhall gardens, 

proclaimed, " ... so many of our lovely countrywomen visit these blissful Bowers, 

that was Zuexis again to attempt the picture of Venus, ‘tis from hence, and not 

from Greece that he would compose his Image of perfect Beauty." Kingsbury 

devoted an engraving to a portrait of women gathering in the "toilet" at Vauxhall. 

His print depicts women from all stations of London life, all of whom were 

obviously concerned both with their appearance and their enjoyment of the 

evening's festivities.” Women of all classes enjoyed the summer entertainment 
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of the pleasure garden, and not because they wanted to compiete the mythical 

atmosphere with beauty rivaling that of Venus. One reason women attended 

pleasure gardens was because the gardens offered amusement different from 

any found around home or in the private world of women's culture. 

Before the construction of the pleasure gardens, middling women had 

little opportunity for public entertainment. Appropriate female "diversions" were 

found within the home, and even there some pastimes, such as reading 

sentimental novels, were thought dangerous for young women with 

impressionable minds. Pleasure gardens offered middling women a new 

opportunity for public entertainment. Aristocratic women already participated in 

public functions, which actually excluded middling women because they were by 

invitation only or priced out of the middling range. At pleasure gardens middling 

women enjoyed the new experience of mingling at night with men and other 

women of all classes. On any given summer evening, anyone from Princess 

Emily to a merchant's wife attended pleasure gardens like Vauxhall. 

The pleasure garden experience was new and exciting for middling 

women. The entertainment took place at night and women often stayed with 

their parties at pleasure gardens until the early morning hours. The journey to 

the pleasure gardens was often as adventurous as the event itself because the 

most popular pleasure gardens were removed from central urban areas. People 
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journeyed to the pleasure gardens through the dimly lit streets of London, which 

undoubtedly looked less familiar at night. 

Both patrons and proprietors of pleasure gardens realized the attractions 

of a pleasant journey to the gardens. When a woman made the sometimes 

hazardous journey to a pleasure garden, she anticipated a pleasant scene upon 

arrival. Customers enjoyed both Vauxhall and Cuper's gardens’ approach by 

water. Patrons could sail to Cuper's stairs, or leave from Westminster Stairs and 

land at Vauxhall. This was frequently described by London's social 

commentators. Although proprietors hoped for a pleasant arrival at their garden, 

the popularity of certain gardens often contributed to lengthy delays. The 

commotion of arriving at a pleasure garden at which coaches could sometimes 

be lined up for hours was a public adventure for women of all classes. Lydia 

Melford, a character in Tobias Smollett's Humphrey Clinker, thoroughly enjoyed 

her water arrival, saying," ... we embarked ... for Vauxhall, in a wherry so light 

and slender that we looked like so many fairies sailing in a nutshell."® 

The fictional Lydia embodied the feelings of many young female visitors to 

the city. London's continuous activity impressed women from quieter locations. 

Upon her arrival in London, Lydia, " ... first imagined that some great assembly 

was just dismissed, and wanted to stand aside till the multitude should pass, but 

[she noticed that] this human tide continue[d] to flow ... from morn till night.” 
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Lydia particularly admired Ranelagh and Vauxhall, unlike her uncle, Matt 

Bramble. She called Ranelagh an, " ... inchanted [sic] palace of a genie ... 

enlighted [sic] with a thousand golden lamps, that emulate the noon-day sun 

crowded with ... exulting sons and daughters of felicity [who] tread this round of 

pleasure ... ."" Smollett oversentementalized this portrait of Lydia to represent 

the new class of women equipped with romantic imaginations supplied by 

novels, and Lydia, therefore, compared London's night life to, " ... all that you 

read of wealth and grandeur in the Arabian Nights Entertainment." 

Though exaggerated, the portrait of Lydia certainly illuminates the 

popularity of the pleasure gardens with women who visited London. Betsey 

Wynne, one London visitor, recorded her enlightening visit to Vauxhall in her 

journal. She attended Vauxhall with a large party who enjoyed the entertainment 

until 3:00 a.m.. This was an unusual experience for Betsey and she was both 

fascinated and shocked. The presence of middling sorts, gentry, and criminals 

at Vauxhall caused her to remark that there was, " ... too great a mixture of 

people." As a patron of the gardens, Miss Wynne commented that she 

witnessed, "many things a /ady would rather not see.""° 

Many women must have felt what Lydia and Betsey Wynne expressed. 

The beautiful surroundings intrigued them, but they also sometimes realized the 
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less exotic aspects of their pleasure garden adventures, especially the realities 

of nighttime in London. Many popular pleasure gardens were removed from the 

city and the route to the gardens went through dark and sparsely populated 

areas. As a consequence, crime was a very real problem. Women had most 

likely read or heard the stories of a "young gentleman” and a "lady" who, on their 

way home from Vauxhall were, " ... attacked by two Foot pads in St. 

George's-Fields, and robbed of their Watches, and about four Pounds in 

Money,”"' or of other situations like this. Crime was so much of a problem 

around Marylebone Gardens that proprietors hired a guard to accompany 

customers across the dark and open fields adjacent to the gardens. However, 

the guard and a later horse-patrol on the road to and from the gardens did not 

prevent highwaymen from frequenting the road and people continued to be 

robbed in the fields."? In spite of this danger, women risked the journey for an 

evening's pleasure. 

Landing at Vauxhall and Cuper's gardens was a chaotic experience. On 

one opening night at Vauxhall in 1779, over 2,000 people assembled, and the 

arrival of so many people did not often run smoothly."* Lydia Melford's inspiring 

journey to Vauxhall was interrupted by, " ... being sadly frightened at [the] 

landing; where there was a terrible confusion of wherries, and a crowd of people 
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bawling, and swearing, and quarreling ... ."'* Lydia recovered, however, upon 

entering Vauxhall. After disembarking, patrons purchased their silver ticket for a 

shilling, went down a dark passage then entered the brilliantly lit garden. * 

Once inside the many pleasure gardens, women of all ages enjoyed a 

series of entertainments and the company of people they would not have seen or 

experienced elsewhere. Perhaps more intriguing to women than lamps, music, 

or illusions was the pure thrill of attending a pleasure garden. The gardens were 

sometimes as poorly lit as the city surrounding them. Many gardens had dark 

passages, known as "lover's walks" frequented not only by lovers, but also 

shady characters. A turn in these walks was an adventure, as depicted by 

Fanny Burney in her novel Evelina. When Evelina attends the gardens with her 

two middling cousins she experiences the garden's danger first hand. The three 

unchaperoned young women venture towards the dark walks of the gardens. 

Evelina's cousins, filled with curiosity and bravery, compe! Evelina to enter the 

dark walks. Fearing the worst, Evelina accompanies them, only to realize her 

fears when the three women are mistaken for prostitutes and surrounded by 

rowdy young men."° 

The dark walks, as well as the dark secluded areas at the back of 

gardens were hazardous areas for anyone, especially unchaperoned women. 
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One June night in 1751 a man was robbed at gunpoint in the back of 

Marylebone Gardens.'’ Danger was associated with the dark areas of pleasure 

gardens, and proprietors realized the crime was a threat to their customers. 

They especially worried about their female customers and tried to assure women 

of the safety of their gardens. A verse composed about Vauxhall proclaims, 

"The Maid to whom Honour is dear, uncensur'd may take off her Glass: And 

stray among Beaux without Fear, No Snake lurking here in the Grass.""* 

However, even places like Vauxhall experienced chaos at times and in spite of it 

women continued to attend and the gardens remained popular. This suggests 

women were not deterred and probably felt some sense of comfort as a result of 

the proprietors’ concern with safety. 

The writer who referred to the, "snake in the grass" at Vauxhall was 

probably not referring to pickpockets, robbers or rioters but to opportunistic 

young men looking to seduce or merely admire the garden's female patrons. 

One reason young, single women went to the gardens was to be seen and 

pleasure gardens acquired a reputation as a place where both young women 

and men might meet prospective partners -- for marriage or "intrigue". Many 

writers and newspaper correspondents remarked upon men who went to 

pleasure gardens merely to pursue women. In one periodical essay, the author 

warned women of "rakes", saying that she knew a man who, " ... bodes no good 
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to the young and beautiful of our sex [and] has often boasted that Vaux-hal/l was 

the temple of Flora, of which he has long been constituted high-priest.""* Horace 

Walpole also witnessed what he felt was unruly male behavior directed at 

women. He described two, " ... Irish women of no fortune, who are declared the 

handsomest women alive." These women were pursued at places such as 

Vauxhall by, "... such mobs ... that they are generally driven away."~ A writer to 

The London Daily Advertiser and Literary Gazette also observed admirers of 

female beauty, who he called "Starers ... Peepers ... and Gapers,” at Vauxhall. 

This group of gazers was entertained at the pleasure garden watching two 

beautiful women dine. Although the women were bemused, they continued to sit 

and serve as one of the garden's primary attractions that evening.”' 

In constructing middle class gender roles, women often ignored advice 

literature and asserted themselves in their enjoyment of leisure. Men and other 

women examined closely the middling women who attended pleasure gardens. 

While perscriptive literature advised women that their enjoyment of such 

attention warranted censure, middling women continued to seek out situations in 

which they played central roles. Perscriptive literature was correct in its 

warning, however, and middling women's public behavior often earned women 

much criticism from the members of their own class. 
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A correspondent in the July 1, 1762 London Daily Advertiser, 

"Philogynes", was among those, " ... rather below than quite in the middle class 

of life," who found fault with the women of his class. Although he wished to 

marry a particular woman, Amelia, he was disappointed that, " ... her education 

and good sense," had not, "kept her out of ridiculous and absurd fashions." He 

did not discuss whether or not Amelia attended pleasure gardens, but he 

criticized her general imitation of fashions which, " ... only [suit] and ill [suit] even 

the quality." Identity seeking middling London women bewildered "Phylogynes". 

He added his voice to the cultural debate around class and gender identity and 

issued a warning to his, “fair country women": 

When they give ... such incontestable proofs of their being solely 

guided by fashion, or ... paying a greater deference to it than to 
the laws of a good understanding, they afford us but a slender 
prospect of happiness in return for ali the diligence, the pains, the 
solicitude every man of middling condition must take to render his 

wife happy, and provide for the decent support and education of 

a family.” 

Writers’ "old" standards of modesty could no longer be applied to a group 

of women who actively pursued public attention and thought of themselves as 

agents of their own happiness. Middling women, although perhaps oftentimes 

perplexed, did not feel ashamed to roam the dark walks, imitate fashion, or 

actively pursue a partner. Ina letter to the London Evening-Post, a young 

woman of sixteen expressed frustration that although she was attractive, and 
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even, " ... took away the steel bar from [her] breast which frightened the men and 

kept them at too great a distance,” she did not receive any man's attention. One 

night while at Ranelagh, a man compared her to an "angel". Upon questioning, 

the young woman found that her flatterer did so only because he, "...mean{t] 

nothing at all [but] one must say something.” Although the man found her 

"handsome" he explained why he and other men made no "serious proposals" to 

pretty young women and instead , “flirt[ed] with half the married women in the 

kingdom." "Married women", he explained, "...are the only women in the world to 

flirt with; for who, in his sober senses, would chuse [sic] in these ticklish and 

expensive times, to have a wife of his own." In exasperation, the young woman 

ended her letter by condemning married women who, " ... engros [sic] the men to 

themselves, and hinder us poor girls from getting husbands." 

Women did, as Paul Langford suggests, attend pleasure gardens to seek 

husbands, although this was not the fundamental reason.“* Married women 

often sought the company of single men. Pleasure gardens were such notorious 

places for flirting between married and single people that much satire discussed 

the phenomenon. One writer explained that at Vauxhall, "The doating [sic] Cit 

here hugs his wanton Wife ... Whilst Horns she's making o'er the Cuckhold's 

Sconce: But to the Captain gives such am'rous Leers, As show her Heart in his, 
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and not her Dear's."> Married middling women, who might also be mothers, 

found no reason why they should not enjoy public entertainment. Their pursuit 

of leisure was often seen as an affront to their families, yet they continued to 

challenge the solitary role of wife and mother. 

One mother was sharply criticized by her daughter for her involvement in 

London's many diversions, including pleasure gardens. The attention paid to 

this mother at public events, " ... awakened her Vanity," and made her an 

unsuitable mother and wife.” In her pursuit of leisure, she actively challenged 

her husband's and daughter's expectations. Her daughter complained that after 

attending diversions, her mother, " .. began to feel the Happiness of acting 

without Controul [sic], of being unaccountable for her Hours, her Expences [sic], 

and her Company ... ." Worse yet, this woman, " ... learned ... to drop an 

Expression of Contempt, or Pity, at the Mention of Ladies, whose Husbands 

were suspected of restraining their Pleasures, or their Play, and confessed that 

she loved to go and come as she pleased." 

In spite of public criticism, middling women continued to pursue leisure, 

often to their husband's and family's dismay. A, " ... Haberdasher of Small 

Wares," in London, wrote that as a thriving merchant with a wife and seven 

children he did not argue with his wife over her pursuit of fashion until the death 
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of a German prince. At this point he realized that, " ... the Demon of Discord ... 

under the Name of Fashion, hath crept into the City and turned the Brains of all 

our Wives.” His wife wanted the family to dress in black to mourn the dead 

prince. The husband probably gave this ridiculous example to make clear his 

point, but what he says indicates a larger concern. Women who by their, 

"station" and "employed in Trade" should continue to, "... sit behind Counters," 

because they, "... make aukward [sic] ... Courtiers; and ... by aping their 

Superiours [sic] and [appearing to be] what they are not ... they not only make 

their Husbands uneasy ... but render themselves ridiculous, and become the 

Joke ... of all Persons of Quality."*’ In this case, the middling woman challenged 

class barriers more directly than her husband and, as a result, contributed more 

to a new middle class identity. The same actions which allowed her to confront 

class barriers allowed the haberdasher's wife also to reformulate gender 

constructs. 

In spite of female behavior which contradicted set gender and class 

expectations, writers of prescriptive literature and many contemporary critics 

were not prepared to abandon their ideas of appropriate female behavior. The 

behavior of women in public places such as pleasure gardens as well as their 

active enjoyment of this leisure made it clear that the women expected women of 

their class to have certain opportunities for pleasure that depended on public 
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appearance. Their behavior, however, was regarded as threatening to a 

delicate social hierarchy. 

Pleasure gardens thus symbolized danger beyond crime. Middling 

women who actively enjoyed pleasure garden entertainment ran the risk of being 

evaluated by obsolete standards of female behavior which had been established 

when women did not have the opportunity to attend public places such as 

pleasure gardens. When families and social commentators held women up to 

established norms of female behavior, they denounced their behavior as too 

masculine and not appropriate for women. Women who read prescriptive 

literature or newspaper commentary were aware of the additional dangers of 

pleasure gardens. It was difficult to behave modestly if modesty was still defined 

by pre-pleasure garden standards, and it was. 

Women who worried about modesty and reputation found much advice on 

how to behave discretely in the pleasure garden environment. This advice did 

not tell them to avoid pleasure gardens, but to combine leisure with modesty. To 

Eliza Haywood, author of The Female Spectator, "Modesty [was] the character of 

our sex; it is ... the mother of all those graces for which we can merit either love 

or esteem -- sweetness of behaviour, meekness, courtesy ... and avoiding all 

that will not stand the test of examination in ourselves, flow from it." Modesty, to 

Haywood, was the, " ... fountain head, as well as the guardian of ... chastity and 

hounour, and when it is once thrown off, every other virtue grows weak, and is ... 
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in danger of being wholly lost." Eliza Haywood found public diversions, 

especially pleasure gardens, a threat to "modesty". She found diversions 

acceptable if, "[f]requented in a reasonable manner and behaved at with 

decency," but often conversations at public events turned to, “levity and 

wantonness," and women who attended them exhibited loud and un-feminine 

behavior. She called women who regularly attended public events, "diversion 

mongers" and said that they were not only in danger of losing their modesty, but 

they were not suitable for marriage.” 

Pleasure gardens, with their secluded areas, dark walks and mixed 

company, were viewed by those who agreed with Haywood as dangerous places 

for middling women with fragile and un-tested reputations. Pleasure gardens 

offered, "... dangerous excitements, music, flattery, delightful groves, and sweet 

recesses, [which] lull[ed] asleep the guardians of honor." One essay described 

an imaginary scientific device called the "Female Thermometer”. This 

thermometer could be used to measure female character traits from "Modesty" to 

“Loose Behavior" all the way up to "Impudence". When the authors used the 

thermometer to measure female character at pleasure gardens, they found 

discrepencies. VVhen "testing" women present only to watch fireworks or to, "eat 

cheese-cakes" the thermometer measured "Modesty" and crept up to 

"Indiscretions" on a few women. However, when this imaginary thermometer 
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was used to judge the disposition of women in the dark walks, it, "...hasten[ed] 

up towards ‘Innocent Freedoms’." One woman, in the company of an officer 

managed to keep the thermometer between "Modesty” and "Indiscretions" until 

she took a few turns in the lover's walk, after which it rose to "Loose Behaviour". 

The writers lost sight of the woman until the evenings’ close when they found 

that the thermometer unfortunately measured, "Impudence".*° 

Critics of middling women's public pursuit of leisure frequently chastised 

women for being too "masculine", and therefore, undesirable. In a piece about 

the follies of Ranelagh, a writer remarks on a, "... fat Lady with an impudent 

masculine air ... who has contributed to destroy the health and fortunes of 

[many] women," with her encouragement of leisure. Women who assertively 

enjoyed pleasure gardens risked being labeled dangerous, especially to the 

admiring men who followed them. One spirited woman's public behavior was a 

literal challenge to eighteenth-century gender constructs. This woman decided 

that for a new experience, she would stroll through Cuper's Gardens dressed as 

aman. She wore a long sword and was accompanied by a female friend. Of 

course this young woman's behavior caused a sensation.*’ Another masculine 

woman made the newspapers in 1738. This "Virago" came in “Amazonian 

Dress", and was attended by a "Coffee-Boy” and an "indecent" maid. She had 

an "Aukward [sic] masculine Strut and whimsical Air." She attracted so much 
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attention that the gardens’, "[clompany, out of Respect to themselves, had the 

Pleasure to stare her and her Attendants out of the Gardens." The fact that 

these women's’ practice of leisure spawned much commentary demonstrates 

women's active challenge to the dominant gender hierarchy. 

To one writer, an extremely dangerous woman present at Ranelagh was 

the, "queen of Coquettes.” A," ... young Gentleman with a dejected aspect 

[followed her] with great humility," although she only, " ... toss[ed] her head 

about with violent airs, talk[ed] loud and look[ed] earnestly at every young fellow 

she [met]." For two years, this young man helplessly followed his object of 

admiration.” When women challenged gender expectations they not only ruined 

their own reputations, but threatened the social order when their behavior 

apparently caused unproductive behavior in men as well. VWwomen concerned 

primarily with leisure abandoned their duty to, " ... raise their souls to noble 

objects, and ... ripen the seeds of every virtue in men."™ 

Through their active participation in public leisure, women challenged 

and reworked set gender roles. Their behavior bewildered those within their 

culture who were unaccustomed to women being present and vocal in public 

forums, while at the same time it helped establish middling people as a distinct 

group within London society. The abundance of commentary chastising 
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women's "un-characteristic" public behavior demonstrates that in spite of 

warnings, middling women continued to pursue leisure in ways that suited them. 

Women who attended public amusements initiated a discourse of gender which 

would extend well into the nineteenth century. The resulting debate and 

trivialization of women who asserted themselves at public places became part of 

the environment in which Mary Wollstonecraft wrote, "... | wish to persuade 

women to endeavour to acquire strength, both of mind and body, and to 

convince them that the soft phrases, susceptibility of heart, delicacy of 

sentiment, and refinement of taste, are almost synonymous with epithets of 

weakness, and that those beings who are only objects of pity will soon become 

the objects of contempt."* Eighteenth century women who enjoyed the 

pleasures of Vauxhall, Ranelagh, or Marylebone gardens were already acquiring 

strength. Mothers, wives and daughters all found a respite from their homes, 

shops, and families and broadened their identity in the dark walks of pleasure 

gardens. 
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Chapter 4 

Working Women: Providers of Leisure 

Enlist at her banner, you'll vanquish with ease 

And make of your husbands what creatures you'd please, 

To arms then, ye fair ones, and let the world see 
When Husbands are tyrants, their wives will be free, 

Female Liberty Regain‘d 
Sung by Mr. Vernon at Vauxhalf 

With their participation in London's social scene, middling women helped 

ensure the success of commercial amusement places like pleasure gardens. 

Middling women's role as consumers of leisure provided opportunity for other 

London women who worked as the providers of leisure. Pleasure garden 

managers hired many people to supply the expected nightly entertainment, and 

women made up a large part of the garden's workforce. These women filled a 

number of important jobs including, pleasure garden singer, service worker, and 

at least one pleasure garden manager. The gardens provided working women a 

new arena for earning their living. VWwomen performed work at pleasure gardens 
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which they could have done anywhere. What was unique about these women's 

work environment was the level of scrutiny their work endured. A wide variety of 

people from various classes observed these women work -- more people than 

most working women ever saw in other jobs. A food service worker in a tavern 

might only serve a majority of middling men and never faced the possibility of 

encountering nobility. An actress who sang in the gardens performed for 

middling people who might never attend the theater. 

Pleasure garden workers performed their jobs alongside working women 

they otherwise might never have encountered. Examining the tasks performed 

by the various women who worked in these gardens not only demonstrates the 

diversity of jobs available for women in the new economy of leisure in 

eighteenth-century London, it also makes clear common characteristics of these 

women. All of the working women (who left historical evidence of their 

existence) had at least two things in common: they were for the most part 

excellent business women, and with their work in public spaces like pleasure 

gardens, they, like middling women, tested eighteenth-century gender 

boundaries. 

Food was an important part of many pleasure gardens’ appeal. Vauxhall 

featured several delicacies, including the previously mentioned thinly sliced 

ham. Though middling customers often complained that one could, "... read a 

newspaper” through the ham slices, it was only a mildly expensive, distinctive 
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and expected delicacy of Vauxhall.? With this special cuisine on the menu, 

carvers who could slice the famed thin ham were a necessity. As a result, the 

food preparation skiils of certain individuals made them celebrities. Vauxhall's 

ham carvers, most certainly all men, were legendary. One mythological aspiring 

carver supposedly offered to cut a ham so thin that the resulting slices would 

carpet the entire garden.” 

Women were just as likely to receive wide-spread recognition for their 

food preparation skills. Of course, applause directed at women for preparing 

food was not unusual because this duty was not out of their "sphere", but female 

professional cooks mainly worked in isolated taverns with only one class of 

people as clientele. Women tavern workers experienced nothing like the women 

who prepared food in pleasure gardens. These women utilized a domestic skill 

in the very public arena of the pleasure gardens. A few female cooks prepared 

one of the most noticed elements of pleasure garden entertainment: the food. 

Their select recipes were a necessary component differentiating one pleasure 

garden from another and London's consumers expected unique entertainment at 

whichever garden they chose to attend. One way proprietors ensured their 

garden would have its own trademark was to offer cuisine unlike any other 

gardens’, hence the novelty of paper-thin ham. Women who created the famous 

cuisine received notice themselves. 
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Marylebone Gardens offered well-known pleasure garden specialties, 

seed and plum cakes and almond cheese-cakes prepared by the daughter of 

John Trusler. Trusler, a professional cook as well as Marylebone's manager, 

was known for expanding and perfecting the garden's menu. His attention to the 

food served in his garden made his daughter's accomplishments all the more 

impressive. Trusler featured his daughters’ desserts on the garden's menu. 

Miss Trusler's acclaim obviously stemmed from genuine talent, and not her 

father's "favoritism". In fact, when John Trusler no longer managed the gardens, 

the new proprietor, Thomas Lowe, continued to pay Miss Trusler for her service 

as confectioner.* She received much public praise from those who enjoyed her 

desserts. Even Sir John Fielding, London's magistrate, praised the famous 

Marylebone treats. He recommended "Marybone's” plum cakes along with the 

gardens’ music and wine as London specialties not to be missed.° Her desserts 

earned her so much praise that she was the subject of a print in Harvard's 

Theatre Collection. Under her portrait is the verse: 

‘Sov'reign of Cates, all hail! Nor thou refuse 
This cordial offring from an English Muse 
Who pours the brandy in Libation free 
And finds Plumb Pudding realiz'd in Thee!" 
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Food servers carrying out their normal duties are a nearly invisible 

component of the pleasure gardens’ histories. Few records were left of who 

these service workers were, but women must have filled some of these positions, 

and service workers were not always only employed by each individual garden. 

It was popular among London's elite to separate themselves from the "ordinary" 

London citizen by bringing their own attendants. Commonly, the garden's 

wealthiest patrons hired private musicians to accompany them in their pursuit of 

leisure. They also brought servants to prepare food. 

Horace Walpole once attended Vauxhall with Lady Caroline Petersham 

and other notables. Lady Caroline situated her party in one of the garden's best 

boxes, in full view of the orchestra and the garden's patrons. In this prominent 

position, she proceeded to cook a meal of minced chicken over one of the 

garden's lamps. To help serve this feast, she brought Betty, a fruit seller. Betty 

not only served her strawberries and cherries but she also waited on the private 

tables of Lady Caroline's party. When Betty finished serving the party, Lady 

Caroline allowed her to, "sup by [the party] at a little table." As the party 

situated itself in its prominent position and commenced its enjoyment of their 

private party in a public arena, " ... the whole air of [the] party was sufficient ... to 

take up the whole attention of the Gardens ... ," and that by, "... eleven o'clock 

till half an hour after one ... the whole concourse [was] round [the] booth."® 
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Betty did not receive the sort of attention directed at Miss Trusler, but her 

services were essential to Lady Caroline's image. Betty, undoubtedly, was good 

at her work, or her service would not have been retained at such a public event. 

As she carried out her duties in public, Vauxhall's company watched. Betty's 

work was watched by ail those interested in Lady Caroline's class. 

Female food workers received a fair share of public attention while 

working in pleasure gardens, but another group of female pleasure garden 

workers received even greater amounts of acclaim: the many actresses and 

singers who contributed to the gardens’ festive environments as entertainers. 

These women, often from middling or lower class backgrounds, sometimes 

gained more public recognition from their employment than other working 

women. Work in the pleasure gardens and in London's two theaters kept some 

women from poverty. 

Pleasure gardens were all known for their musical entertainment. 

Commonly, pleasure garden managers employed professionals to sing favorite 

tunes or works written especially for individual pleasure gardens. Patrons at 

each garden had favorite male and female singers. Most singers moved from 

garden to garden, but were associated most with a particular garden and 

customers’ decisions to attend a certain garden were often based on who was 

singing. Both singers and the songs they performed were popular, so much so 

that the songs they sang in pleasure gardens were printed and sold to the 
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admiring public. Printers utilized individual singers’ popularity in advertising, 

and many of their ads read like one appearing in the London Evening-Post in 

August, 1755 -- "New Musick this Day was published ... This is Pleasure's 

Golden Reign, A favourite Trio. Sung in Vaux-hall Gardens by Miss Burchell, 

Miss Stevenson and Mr. Lowe... ."° 

Many of the gardens' singers were actresses who, in order to market 

themselves, learned how to sing. Actresses earned a wage comparable to or 

greater than other middling workers. For six nights work, Miss Davis at 

Marylebone Gardens earned three guineas, exactly the same wage paid to the 

male singer, Mr. Phillips.‘° For some established actresses, pleasure gardens 

may have also been a seasonal alternative to work at either Covent Garden or 

Drury Lane, the only two theaters licensed in London until the Theatre 

Regulation Act of 1843." 

While all women were to some extent on display in London's many 

pleasure gardens, actresses were paid to be the object of the garden patron's 

gaze. It was their job to wear the latest fashions, sing the newest songs and 

epitomize femininity. Actresses represented the ideal woman of 

eighteenth-century London on many different levels. They used constructed 

(and exaggerated) notions of feminine beauty to sell themselves, thereby acting 
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as idealized representations of what writers of prescriptive literature, newspaper 

correspondence, essays, or various other "authorities" thought appropriate 

female behavior. John Trusler, who employed many actresses and singers, 

knew pleasure garden actresses’ audience and realized that those who were 

successful maintained exteriors of femininity. In his memoirs, he remarked, 

"Women, and those possessed of a moderate share of beauty, launched into 

this mode of life [acting], let them be ever so circumspect in their conduct, meet 

the censure of the world.""? While projecting feminine visions to their public, 

successful pleasure garden actresses and singers adopted what their 

contemporaries might call "masculine" traits. 

Actresses were business-minded. They, like the garden's food servers, 

had a skill -- most oftentimes singing -- which they perfected and sold to the 

garden patrons. All of the pleasure garden's working women, but most visibly 

actresses, represented the eighteenth century's gender dichotomy: working 

class and middling women had social and economic opportunities to form a 

public identity, but once under public scrutiny, they were sometimes criticized if 

they lacked idealized female traits. Actresses led double lives: they appealed to 

their audience in the character of modest, charming and beautiful women, but 

they did this because, as good business women, they found it necessary to 
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succeed. Tracy Davis locates this dichotomy in the Victorian Era, when 

idealized notions of middle-class femininity were solidified: 

As performers, women did not trespass on the masculine domains 

of science, literature or philosophy, but the theatre required of 
them a curious mixture of assertiveness and self-negation, 

flamboyance and modesty, intellectuality and emotiveness, and 

active and reactive qualities.” 

My research suggests that Davis' findings have origins in the way 

eighteenth-century actresses approached their craft. Like their Victorian heirs, 

pleasure garden actresses and singers cultivated job skills such as, 

"... indefatigability, worldly knowledge, self-sufficiency, mobility, and the 

freedom to interact with men as colleges, admires, pursuers, and economic 

equals.""* Mary Ann Falkner, one popular pleasure garden singer was an expert 

at balancing business and femininity. She was a favorite of both Marylebone's 

patrons and the garden's proprietor who remarked, in spite of an unconventional 

life, that she, "kept her character unimpeached."** 

Falkner, like many of her contemporaries, not only represented the 

eighteenth century's flexible gender boundaries, but also the era's flexible class 

boundaries. Many actresses came from impoverished, working class, or 

middling families. They supported themselves and their families with their work 

and some also gained a prestigious place in London society. Because of their 
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favorable status among Londoners of all classes and their appearance of 

feminine virtue, actresses maintained their popularity even if known for various 

sexual intrigues. While ordinary women were criticized for their public flirtations, 

actresses gained celebrity. 

Mary Ann Falkner was a popular singer at Maryiebone Gardens from 

1747 to 1752. She was a fairly typical singer, although she did not make her 

primary living as an actress. She came from a middling family -- she was the 

daughter of a Dublin printer. Some of her best known songs had sentimental 

titles such as, "The Faithful Lover" or "The Happy Couple", and her public 

performance of such songs in pleasure gardens allowed her to lead a life which 

was very different from that of other printers' daughters. Unlike other middling 

women, Falkner was a popular companion of several noblemen. Men like the 

Earl of Halifax, Lord Vane and Sir George Saville pursued Miss Falkner, but she 

eventually married a linen-draper named Donaldson. “ 

Even a well-known actress could not escape England's marriage laws 

which made her property her husband's. Under these laws, a woman's personal 

property, "[became] absolutely her husband's which at his death he may leave 

entirely away from her.""” As a result, under her husband's "protection" Mary 

Ann Falkner lost her money. To free himself of debt, Mr. Donaldson agreed to 
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an arrangement with one of Mary Ann's wealthy admirers, Lord Halifax. In 

exchange for an appointment in Jamaica worth £1,200 a year and the promise of 

ample provision for his infant son, Mr. Donaldson relinquished his wife. 

Donaldson and Halifax agreed that if a divorce could be obtained, Lord Halifax 

would marry Mrs. Donaldson." 

Embroiled in a situation which appeared to go against all contemporary 

advice directed at women, Mary Ann maintained her popularity. While Lord 

Halifax's mistress, she reclaimed a degree of her previous independence as a 

singer at Marylebone Gardens. Halifax built a home for Mary Ann at Hampton 

Court Green. She lived there for a time and although Halifax proposed to the 

wealthy daughter of Drury Lane's manager at one point, Mrs. Donaldson had 

enough influence to convince him not to marry. When Mary Ann learned of Lord 

Halifax's proposed engagement, she confronted him in front of his friends in the 

very public Vauxhall gardens, after which he broke off his engagement. This 

confrontation’s occurrence in a public setting demonstrates that Lord Halifax's 

arrangement with Mrs. Donaldson was common knowledge and probably not too 

unusual.'® This incident is, in fact, a large-scale example of the previously 

mentioned (in Chapter Three) flirtations married women carried out in the 

pleasure gardens. 
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Trusler excused Mary Ann's actions and the similar behavior of other 

respected actresses saying, "... in cases where they [actresses] do fall off from 

virtue, allowing for the many temptations they are exposed to, and in very early 

life, they are more to be pitied than condemed [sic]. Her [Falkner] profession 

and a variety of incidental circumstances considered, she was a woman of a 

thousand ... ."*° Respected actresses and singers commonly appeared in public 

with very prestigious gentlemen, a sign that they were some of the only 

"middling" women able to truly interact, and not merely mingle, with classes 

above their own. At a masquerade held at Ranelagh in 1792 the newspapers 

reported seeing Mrs. Jordan, a popular actress, in the company of the Prince of 

Wales and the Duke of Clarence.”' A Satire about Ranelagh included a 

description about a woman who, " ... looks as haughtily, and steps as stately as 

Cleopatra, -- She is some Ambassador's Lady at least ... No, ... she is one of the 

"22 Well-known women from obscure lineage attended social Opera Singers. 

events with nobility and with their confidence and bearing intact. The author of 

this satire was shocked at the woman's audacity to carry herself like "Cleopatra", 

but London's citizens bestowed enough admiration upon some actresses and 

singers to make them a new type of "royalty". Their demeanor, however, was 

distinctly different from London's established elite women and was difficult to 
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categorize. 

Anne "Nan" Catley's life is one example of how talented or resourceful 

women from poor families succeeded in diversion-obsessed London, and John 

Trusler probably thought of her when he excused the "improper" behavior of 

actresses. Actresses, women from poor families, often had their own notions of 

appropriate feminine behavior and it did not concur with what was preached in 

novels like Evelina or essays like "The Female Spectator". Catley was a 

popular singer at Marylebone Gardens in the mid 1760s and later principle 

singer at Covent Garden. She was born to a coachman and a washer woman in, 

“ .. an obscure Alley off Tower Hill, in the year 1745." 

Nan's parents discovered the value of her singing voice early, when she 

was found by a singing instructor, Mr. Bates, who later took her as an 

apprentice.* From age ten, Nan helped support her family by singing at the 

local public houses. She was pretty, witty and talented -- all qualities which 

earned her many admirers, one of whom she had an affair with at the age of 

thirteen. After one evening of physical abuse from her parents, Nan left her 

home and was taken in by an opportunistic linen-draper. In return for 

protection, the draper expected, and received, sexual favors. Nan was missing 

from home for a week, during which time her parents missed the additional 
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income from Nan's singing. When she returned home, 

The loss of that bright and illustrious jewel chastity, gave no 

material uneasiness to Mr. or Mrs. Catley, she brought home 
a gem of infinitely greater value, her fine voice which had so 
often produced them meat, drink, and cloaths [sic]. ... they 
received her like the prodigal returned.” 

Catley's parents’ reaction demonstrated their lack of concern for the 

female morality espoused in popular perscriptive literature when financial gain 

was the issue. Nan's behavior after this episode -- she continued to meet new 

lovers and earn money for her singing while becoming more and more popular 

with the public -- also illustrates why women from London's lower orders seemed 

to confront publicly, if not attack, standards of femininity. Actresses and singers 

earned a living along with a visible place in London's social order. They made 

these livings, ironically, while seeming to uphold the traditional gender they 

challenged. They were admired for portraying idealized femininity, yet their 

behavior was anything but modest, domestic, or passive. 

Catley was a long time mistress to Sir Francis Blake Delaval, one of the 

many who admired her when she sang (while only a teenager) at Vauxhall in the 

summer of 1762. Sir Francis released Nan from her indenture by paying her 

father's bond in addition to an extra £200. Catley's father later took him to court 

and Nan was released from Sir Francis' custody. Although, "released", Nan 

decided to remain with Sir Francis, while the Court proceeded to call Sir Francis' 
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payment to Bates, "premium prostitutionis". Whatever the Court called it, Nan 

was already amassing wealth and securing her status as one of London's most 

respected actresses, and was popular enough, at 17, to acquire a summer-time 

contract with Marylebone gardens.* 

Always the business woman, Catley -- still involved with Delaval -- 

continued to utilize her position and pursued affairs with other wealthy men. 

One Victorian writer, explained Nan's love interests as evidence that, " ... [hJer 

passions were strong, but she was totally destitute of sentiment and delicacy, 

and always gratified her appetite with a view to her interests ... she measured 

love by profit, and enjoyed indulgence without the least relish for mental 

satisfaction," and she, " ... always made it a rule to make her lovers pay 

exorbitantly for the smallest favours, and she was never known to complete 

anyone's happiness till she had gratified her passion for money." 2’ This portrait, 

heavily tinted with Victorian morality, nevertheless demonstrates Catley's 

powerful position as an eighteenth-century actress. The same book explains 

Catley's eventual break with Sir Francis as not very damaging to her career. 

She maintained her affluence with a prominent position at Covent Garden, 

singing at private concerts and her "lucrative appointment at Marylebone 

gardens in the summer time ... ."*° Contemporary accounts of Catley take 
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Trusier's view -- they pity her while they continue to admire her for her beauty 

(her hairstyle, "Catleyfied hair", was imitated by many London women) and her 

voice. 

Catherine Clive, although not employed at a pleasure garden, shared the 

shrewd business sense of successful London entertainers. She conveyed her 

knowledge of who ultimately paid actresses’ and singers’ salaries when she 

wrote an appeal to "the Publick" about her unjust treatment by the managers of 

London's Drury Lane and Covent Garden theaters. Clive suggested that the 

managers of both theaters, in order to save money, had launched a campaign in 

London's newspapers against actors’ outrageous salaries. In addition, they 

broke the custom of the theater by dismissing Mrs. Clive from both theaters 

without notice, neglecting to pay her back pay, and smearing her in the 

newspapers. Feeling secure in her popularity, Mrs. Clive published her own 

version of the story in which she stated that although actresses seemed to make 

extraordinary salaries, their expenses outweighed their pay: 

Expences [sic], in belonging to the Theatre, amount to upwards of 
one Hundred Pounds a Year, in Clothes, and other Necessaries; 
and the pretended great Salaries, of ten and twelve Pounds a 
Week, which have been so artfully, and falsly [sic] represented to 
the Town, to the Prejudice of the Actors, will, upon Enquiry, appear 
to be no more than half as much.” 

Singers earned an extra five to six Pounds a week, which they promptly returned 

to singing instructors. Catherine Clive's appeal to the public was a purposeful 
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move not only to clear her name, but to take control of a situation in which she 

and other actors were treated unfairly by the managers of the only two theaters 

in London. If an actress wanted to make a living, the pleasure gardens helped 

supplement more permanent work at either Drury Lane or Covent Garden. If any 

actor was shunned from both theaters, it was difficult to live. Mrs. Clive did not 

want to lose her job and her only means of support, for she, " ... had no Fortune 

to support [her], independent of [her] Possession." Although she worried about 

her livelihood, her status as an actress made her able to call upon the, 

"Protection of many Ladies."*° To keep her job, Catherine did what she could, 

even discussing the theater managers’ shady business dealings in the public 

papers. Mrs. Clive was a wise business person who clearly profited from 

eighteenth-century London's commercial environment. Successful women in 

other economic endeavors often dealt with problems similar to Mrs. Clive's 

confrontation with the theater mangers. Another woman who established herself 

in business was Mrs. Evans, a pleasure garden proprietor. Many pleasure 

garden proprietors had wives and, as in other trades, when a husband died his 

wife often assumed his duties. This was the case at Cuper's Gardens. In 1740, 

the manager of Cuper's Gardens, Ephraim Evans, died and business was 

continued by his widow. The gardens flourished under her management, mainly 

due to her frequent and regular advertisements in London's newspapers. She 
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was often present at the bar in the gardens’ adjoining tavern and was well liked 

by many Londoners. Mrs. Evans' entertainments attracted such notables as the 

Prince and Princess of Wales, Horace Walpole and his fashionable friends and 

others. 

Although Cuper's Gardens were popular and profitable, Mrs. Evans often 

found it challenging to run them because the gardens were isolated and known 

for crime and rowdy patrons. Other gardens also were faced with some of the 

same problems, and the Widow suspected discrimination when denied the 

necessary license for running Cuper's Gardens in 1753. Officials said their 

reason for denying her license was due to the number of robberies occurring at 

and around the gardens. From Mrs. Evans’ perspective, the license was denied 

due to misrepresentation by people threatened by her industry. She evaded the 

licensing act by maintaining Cuper's Gardens and its adjoining tavern as a 

"tea-garden”, and in 1755, the old style "pleasure garden" entertainment 

returned under the guise of "private" evenings of fireworks open only to 

subscribers. Although advertised as subscription concerts, it was merely a 

means to evade the Act. Mrs. Evans found a creative way around a licensing act 

and unfair treatment in order to survive, which she was able to do because she 

ran an extremely popular garden.” 

One reason why Mrs. Evans lost her license was because the pleasure 
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garden environment was suitable for various "criminal" workers. Londoners who 

displayed their wealth at nighttime public places naturally drew the previously 

mentioned pickpockets and robbers, but prostitutes also found customers at 

pleasure gardens. 

The nighttime nature of the entertainment and the garden's locations on 

the outskirts of the city made pleasure gardens an ideal location for prostitutes. 

References to prostitution at pleasure gardens are sparse. Proprietors went to 

great efforts to disassociate their gardens from any sort of criminal behavior, and 

never advertised the fact that one might encounter a prostitute in the garden's 

dark walks. Surely, the prostitutes’ presence was well known -- at least enough 

for Fanny Burney to have Evelina mistaken for a prostitute in the dark walks of a 

pleasure garden. 

In 1789, one London newspaper reported some, “unpleasant 

animadversions"” at Vauxhall; 

The proprietors were publicly called upon to prevent the infamous 

conduct of loose women and their male companions, whose yells 
have been described as issuing from the dark walks in sounds full 

as terrific as, ‘the imagined horror of Cavalcanti’s bloodhounds.'*? 

The women's conduct described as "infamous" demonstrates there was an 

understanding, at least at Vauxhall, that the dark walks often protected 

prostitutes and their customers (as well as anyone engaging in sexual activity). 

some references to the dark walks suggested that they not only hid prostitutes, 
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but men who often, " ... drove ladies from their friends into these recesses where 

dangerous terrors were wantonly inflicted."* 

Publications were more open about prostitution at gardens primarily 

attended by London's lower ranks. In the absence of an elite presence to 

criticize criminal behavior, prostitutes worked more openly. John Trusler wrote 

about prostitution in his London Adviser and Guide. He discussed prostitutes, or 

"Night-Walkers of ill-fame" under the heading, "Nusances". Prostitutes were 

called nuisances because although they could be imprisoned the night they were 

caught, they were released the next morning and, “bound to their good 

behaviour," 

... though they may arrest night-walkers by the 5th Edw. 3.c.14 yet it 
has been held, that it is not lawful for a constable to take up any 
woman upon bare suspicion of being of ill-fame, unless she be 

guilty of a breach of the peace, or some unlawful act, or be found 
by him misdoing.™ 

Trusler clearly pointed out that although they were a "nuisance", there was not 

much legal recourse to prevent prostitution and so he advised the public (upper 

middling and elite) of those places frequented by prostitutes. Trusler failed to 

mention Vauxhall's dark walk dwellers but did say that The Dog and Duck, St. 

George's Field, Bagnigge Wells, and small "tea gardens" frequented by "crowds" 

of "common people" were, "much resorted to by women of the town." 
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The pleasure gardens were a public forum for a number of 

London's women. Middling women found leisure and identity there, while 

women who had to work to survive also found identity and opportunities for 

employment. The interaction of working and middling women might have 

affected the way each saw her role. While enjoying leisure, middling women 

faced sharp criticism from those who wanted to impose on them unrealistic 

standards of modesty and femininity. Middling women wished to pursue leisure 

and did not feel their participation in pleasure garden entertainment threatened 

their femininity. In fact, at pleasure gardens, they may have questioned why 

they should not stray from home. They encountered and admired women like 

singers and actresses in the pleasure gardens. Perhaps observing the acclaim 

bestowed upon singers (very public women) made them question their own 

gender expectations. Female singers and food servers who worked publicly 

represented alternative gender roles for women. These women led productive 

lives separate from their children or families and were applauded, so why should 

middling women feel ashamed of their public behavior? Working women, too, 

might have learned from observing middling women and wanted to enjoy 

eighteenth-century diversions and fashions. If they did, there certainly was no 

shortage of amusements in London. 

In the pleasure gardens, women learned from and supported each other. 

Sometimes they did so unknowingly, as the middling women did by their 

10]



attendance at the gardens. Their presence in the gardens helped ensure 

London's working women a number of jobs in an exciting environment. Some 

women, like Eliza Haywood, made a concerted effort to aid women in the 

pleasure gardens. Her advice literature, whether helpful or not, was intended as 

a support system for women in a new and potentially dangerous environment. 

Working women did not intentionally attempt to represent a challenge to 

eighteenth-century gender expectations, but their presence in the pleasure 

gardens was a crucial facet of the century's discussion of appropriate female 

roles. 
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Conclusion 

The eighteenth century saw many changes in London's society. Middling 

people prospered and joined the elite as participants in leisure activities. Men 

and women enjoyed respite from their increasingly urbanized world in the 

capital's pleasure gardens. With their practice of leisure, they began to 

establish traits which later became associated with a middle-class identity. The 

city's women, consumers or providers of leisure, were active in this construction 

of a new identity as they negotiated the bounds of their subordination. 

While middling and working women tested the flexibility of gender 

boundaries, women like Elizabeth Montagu, Fanny Burney and Mary 

Wollstonecraft questioned notions of femininity in private sa/ons. Towards the 

end of the century, these educated, elite women began to write about what they 

"4 discussed, creating an early form of "literary feminism".’ The most famous tract 

emerging from eighteenth-century women's questions about the limitations of 
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gender was Mary Wollstonecraft's A Vindication of the Rights of Women (1792). 

According to Bonnie Smith, "Sa/fons can be seen as a symbol of the gender 

changes that were ... possible in this age of Transformation."* Elite women 

enjoyed debating the century's most renowned intellectual men in sa/ons, the 

most famous of which in England was the "Bluestocking Circle" headed by 

Elizabeth Montagu. 

These early literary feminists might seem the catalysts of a later 

nineteenth-century feminist movement. However, this study of pleasure gardens 

suggests that their ideas were part of a broader popular culture which 

questioned gender boundaries. Literary feminists merely crystallized the 

inchoate stirrings of a challenge on many levels to female subordination. In the 

transmission of gender, "Ideas from literary culture are used, but they gain 

meaning as they are interpreted and redefined in everyday life. By looking at 

everyday behaviour, reactions and assumptions, we can begin to outline the 

gender system of early modern England."* Eighteenth-century London women 

"interpreted and redefined" contemporary ideas of femininity as they pursued 

pleasure or worked at places like Vauxhall and Ranelagh. Their challenge to 

eighteenth-century female subordination laid the cultural foundations for the 
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nineteenth century's feminist movement, and these, "Feminist ideas were 

encouraged by the growth of (not necessarily feminist) writing for women and by 

women; and by other wider developments, including arguments about 

philosophical rationalism, the nature of political authority, ... the content and 

purpose of education," and by the meeting point of these "theories" and "life" -- 

popular culture.* 

In my thesis | have raised questions about gender's importance in the 

construction of a middle class identity, the influence of gender on popular culture 

and the importance of seeing historical women outside of a domestic sphere. | 

have also attempted to demonstrate the complexities of popular culture. At 

London's most popular pleasure gardens, the “low’ culture of the middling and 

working people met the "high" culture of the established elite. Vauxhall's 

company, royal or common, strolled past Handel's statue; a man whose talent 

was literally put on a pedestal by the elite, but also a man whose music was 

enjoyed by the lower ranks. Handel was more middling than elite -- his father 

was a barber-surgeon and he wrote music both for England's kings and 

England's large public audiences. His statue was an appropriate symbol for 

Vauxhall gardens, where the culture of royalty met the culture of London's 

merchants, tradesmen and artisans. 

Historians locate eighteenth-century challenges to social order in 
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everything from the sa/on to pornography. Lynn Hunt states, “It hardly seems 

coincidental that the rise in pornographic publications in the 1740s also marked 

the beginning of the high period of the Enlightenment as well as a period of 

general crisis in European society and politics."° Pleasure gardens also sawa 

rise in popularity in the 1730s and 1740s and so their popularity also reflects the 

century's cultural tensions. Further local studies of democratic public places of 

leisure will contribute to our understanding of how Enlightenment ideology 

disseminated throughout English culture, as well as deepen our understanding 

of the complexities of popular culture. 

Pleasure gardens were a unique eighteenth-century experiment. 

Studying them demonstrates that for a short time Londoners experienced more 

democratic leisure than ever before. As the eighteenth century progressed, 

middling pursuits began to dominate public leisure, and the elite feared the 

breakdown of order. After mob violence and revolution became a reality in both 

America and France, the elite retreated into exclusivity. As the elite removed to 

their private world and the middle-class world became increasingly privatized as 

well, the eighteenth-century experiment in democratized Jeisure ended. 
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